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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE.STATE ~ ~ 

Application of PACIFIC GAS AND 
ELECTRIC COMPANY for authority, 
among other thinqs, to· increase its 
rates and charqes for electric and 
gas service. 

) 
.) 
) 
) 
) 

--------------------------------) ) 
Order Instituting' Investigation into ) 
the rates, charges, and practices ) 
of the Pacific Gas and Electric ) 
Company. . ) 

-------------------------------) 

Application 88-12-005-
(Filed Cece~er 5-, 1988) 

I.89-03-033 
(Filed March 22, 1989) 

(See Appendix A for appearances.) 

OJ>':tNION 

X.. Background 

In this decision, we adopt a method for calculating the 
operations and maintenance (O&M) costs that Pacifie Gas and 
Electric Company (PG&E) avoids because of its' purchases from 
variably priced qualifyinq facilities (QFs). QFsare certain 
cogeneration and small power prOduction facilities that qualify tor 
specified benefits under the federal Public Utility Requlatory 
Policies Act of 1978 (P'ORPA). PORPA es~lishes that the prices a 
utility pays for power generated by OFs are to be based on the 
costs the utility avoids by purchasing the ors' power rather than . 
9'eneratin9' the electricity from the utility's own plants. Avoided 
O&M costs are one component of PG&E's avoided costs and thus one 
portion of the prices paid to QFs-. 

Some QFs' contracts with PG&E fix the prices PG&E pays 
for energy delivered to PG&E's system. For example" some options 
of Interim Standard Ofter (SO) No-. 4" as. approved l:>ythis 
Commission, fix portions of the energy prices. Most QFS' 
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contracts, however, allow the price ot purchased enerqy to vary 
with chanqes in the utility's marginal fuel prices and operating 
characteristics. The deter.m~nations ot this decision primarily 
affect variably priced QFs. 

The issue of PG&E's avoided O&M costs arose during last 
year's Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) proceedinq. We 
determined in Decision (D.) S8-11-052 that the avoided O&M payment 
should :be calculated separately trom other elements of avoided cost 
and paid as an "adder" to the ~ase enersy payment. PG&£ had 
previously combined the avoided O&M cost with the calculation of 
the incremental enerqy rate (IER) , which was. determined.:by computer 
models that simulated the operation of PG&E's system. 

We also· noted in 0 .. 88-11-05,2 that a lack of information 
made it ditfieult to· calculate the value of the O&M payment with 
eonfidence. We therefore direeted PG&E to present a study of the 
,O&M costs avoid.ed :by QFs' generation in this procoedinq. 
elaborated on the contents of this study: 

"At a minixnuxn, the study should. examine the 
reductions in eosts--including material$ costs, 
la:bor eO$ts, and any other appropriate coste-
that occur when generation is reduced at its 
existing conventional fossil plants. The study 
should also· calculate the savings in O&M that 
have resulte~ from the retirinq or removal to· 
standby status of similar plants in the last 
five years·. PG&E should. attempt to identify 
and' quantify the O&M costs that vary in one-, 
three-,. and five-year time tra:nes anc:l should. 
expand on these minimum requirements and 
present any other relevant information 
avail~le to· it." (D ~ S'8-11-0 52, mimeo.. p. 63.) 

We 

'rhe rulinq ot April 4, 1989, by the administrative law 
jud~e (ALJ) clarified the relation :between consideration of this 
issue in this proceeding (the general rate case or GRC) and in 
PG&E "s 1989 ECAC case:: 

"In terms of .the GRe, the primary function of 
this, information is to· assure that the avoided 
O&M costs are exclUded from PG&E's O&M expenses 
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tor the test year. If we assume that the 
presence of QFs has enable~ PG&E to reduce its 
O&M costs ,. then the trend in its. O&M costs. 
since QFs began supplying eleetrieity to the 
system should deeline relative to hi storie 
trends. ~he GRe should examine the savinqs 
over one, three, and five years, should sort 
out the other influenees that may account for 
part of the ehango in tho trond,. zhould ~ko a 
finding of the amount of variable and avoid.ed 
O&M costs over one, three,. and five years, and 
should review the O&M figures tor the test year 
to ensure that none of the avoided costs are 
included .. 

"PG&E's 1989 ECAC case will adopt an appropriate 
O&M adder. ~he adder will be based on the 
information developed in the GRC and may take 
into·acco~t issues such as the appropriate 
time true to· be considered in establishi~g 
avoided O&M payments .. ,,. 

~hus, the initial purpose of this. decision ie to adopt a 
method of caleulating the adder that can be incorporated in our 
decision in PG&E's 1989 ECAC ease (Application (A.) 89-04-001) .. A 
turther goal is to settle on a method for determining the adder 
that can be r09"Ularly uSCld, without much eontrovar~y, in z@z~qucnt 
ECAC cases for PG&E. 

PG&E presented its report as Ex. 46.. This issue was 
addressed by witnesses tor PG&E; the California Cogeneration 
Council (CCC); Ultrapower, Incorporated and the Independent Energy 
Producers Association (Ultrapower) and Unocal corporation~ Santa Fe 
Geothermal, Inc., ~nd Freeport-McMoRan Resource Partners 
(Geothermal QFs.) in hearings held on May 15 and l7, 1989. Because 
ot a need to adopt a method tor calculating ~he O&M payment in time 
for specific figures to be introdueed into evidenee in PG&E's 1989 
ECAC case, this issue was. separated from the other issues,in the 
general rate case.. PG&E, CCC~ Ultrapower, the Geothermal QFs, and. 
the Commission"s Division ot :Ratepa.~el: Advocates. (ORA) tiled 
open.i~q briets.on July 7 and reply briefs. on July 19 • 
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The proce~ures ot PUblic Utilities Code § 311(4) were 
followed in developing this decision. Tbe ALJ's proposed decision 
was issued on AU9Ust 15, 1989. PG&E,. ORA, CCC, Ultrapower, the
Geothermal QFs, and Southern California E4ison Company tiled 
comments on the proposed decision. We have reviewed and caretully 
considered the comments. We bave incorporated appropriate change:; 
trom these comments in this decision. 

II. Positions of the Parties 

Generally speaking, tbe line in this dispute was drawn 
~etween PG&E, on the one hand,_ and representatives ot the QFs, on 
the other, with ORA tallinq somewhere between these parties. We 
will tollow tbis division in presenting the parties-' positions. 
A. ~ 

1. ReCommended Method 
PG&E believes that the method chosen tor calculating 

avoi4ed O&M costs must comply with PURPA's requirement that 
payments to QFs must be just and reasonable to ratepayers-;: payments 
to QFs should not exceed the actual O&M costs avoided by PG&E. 

In a4dition, PG&E thinks it necessary to- recoqnizc the 
two separate components of avoided O&M costs:: fixed costs 
associated witb capacity and variable costs. The former is already 
included in capacity payments to QFs, PG&E says,- and only the 
latter costs should be pai~ on the basis of the quantity of 
kilowatt-hours (kWh) generated by variably priced QFs. 

PG&E's recommended method has several steps~ First, PG&E 
calculates the amount ot ,longer-term recorded O&M savings. In this 
case, PG&E used recorded aecounting data trom 1984 through 1988 to 
develop the amount ot longer-term savings. Next, these longer-tem 
savings are allocated between variably priced QFs and other new 
generating resources that have begun operation since 1984, such as 
the Oiakllo· Canyon. nuclear power plant, several geothermal units, 
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some small hydroelectric projects, and fixed-price QFs (Ex. 40, pO' 
C-l). PG&E allocates the longer-term savings in proportion to the 
generation each group· provided to PG&E's system from 1984 throuqh 
1988. PG&E determined that the share of these lonqor-term avo·ided 
costs attributable to, generation 't)y variably priced QFs is 2'3% .. 
The next step considers the forecast of the cost of "consumables"-
items such as l@ricants and water treatJnent chemicals--that are 
directly reduced when short-term generation decreases. PG&E uses 
one year' of data and estimates that the cost o·f consumables 
averages 0.37 mills/kWh. Using its production simulation model, 
PG&E then calculates the extent to which generation''t)y varial:Jly 
priced QFs allows PG&E to ~ack down conventional steam units. In 
the 1988· ECAC ease,. this percentaqe was 49.3%. The cost of 
consumables· is multiplied :by this percentage and !urther multiplied 
by the energy delivered. to PG&E 't)y variably pric~e1. QFs, whieh PG&E 
estimates to :be 6,992 qiqawatt-hours (qWh.) .. The resultin~ product 
is added to the· vari~ly priced QFs' share of the longer-term 
savings.. Finally, the SU!n o·f the lonqer-term avoiCled cost!j and th¢ 
avoided oonsum.a~les, with the adjustments mentioned, are divided by 

the forecasted energy deliveries :by QFs. 
Usinq recent fiqures, PG&E calculates the apprcpriate O&M 

add.er to ~e 0.4 mills/kWh... However,. PG&E acknowled.ges. that its 
calculation should be revised in the 1989 ECAC ease to reflect a 
more recent forecast cf generation ~y variably priced QFs and. the 
percent of that generation that is· made up by conventional steam 
units in ccmputer runs that simulate the operation of PG&E's system 
in the a:bsence of variably priced OFs· (QFs-out runs.) .. 

PG&E argues that its estimate is fair tc< ratepayers 
because O&M savings !rom red.uced. operations at its conventional 
generatinq units have already 't)een re!lected in the .level cf 
expenses it seeks to reccver in this' case. These savings result 
from placinquni ts on c,old. stan~y .status., the retirements. of the 
Avon, , Martinez, and Olewn plants, its vo'luntary employee retirement 
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program, and other improvements in productivity. These reductions 
are either already reflected in recorded data or'are incorporated 
in PG&E's estimates for the 1990 test year, according to PG&E. 

Although some of these savings should be transferred to 
QFs, PG&E argues, the savings from the retirements of the Avon, 
Martinez, and. Oleu:m plants should. remain with ratepayers. These 
plants operated beyond their useful lives, and PG&E retired them 
for economic and safety reasons. The availability O'f qeneration 
from QFs had no influence on the decision to take- these plants out 
of service f- according to PG&E .. 

PG&E also points out that the deliveries from QFs cause 
PG&E's steam generation units to qo· through more cycles of 
increased and. decreased output. It is established throughout the 
electric industry that such cycling accelerates the aging of these 
units. Thus, PG&E arques, QFs may cause some O&M costs to· increase 
even if generation is reduced. 

• 

PG&E concludes that its method of calculating avoided O&M 
costs is 109'ical and consistent with PO'RPA,. and that its est·imate • 
of 0.4 mills/kWh is reasonable .. 

2. other Parties' criticismS of PG&E's Method 

a. ~ 
CCC has two major criticisms of PG&E's method. 
First, CCC believes· that PG&E ignores the fact that its 

new generating resources have allowed PG&E to· improve the 
reliability of its system and to· meet load growth •. Testimony in 
this case demonstrated that the reliability of PG&E's system was 
unsatisfactory in the early 19805 but is now con$idered acceptable,. 
according to CCC. In addition, total area load has increased. l:>y 
nearly 16.,700 gWh since 1982, and PG&E's other new resources were 
needed to meet this increased load. 

The effect of PG&E"s iqnorinq the need for its new 
resoUrces,. CCC'argues, is to· expand greatly the pool of resources 
that are considered marginal. This I- . in turn,. allOWS PG&E to, claim 
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that all the O&M savings trom its retirements an~ conversions to 
stand'rJy status shoul~ :be attri:buted to its new generating 
resources. 

CCC :belieVes that this assertion contradicts the facts. 
If these new resources were needed to meet load~ then they cannot 
be considered marginal units and given credit for saving O&M costs 
by allowing old units to :be retired.,. placed on standby, or 
curtailed. According to CCC, the evidence in this proceeding shows 
that QFs are the marginal generating resources that permit 
reductions in generation,:by older, ineffieient units. PG&E's 
approach denies these QFs credit for the full extent ot the O&M 
costs that they permit PG&E to· avoid .. 

CCC~s second criticism is that PG&E's approach is 
ditficult to implement and verify.. 'Xhe method appears to require a 
determination of which resources are responsi:ble tor avoiding which 
costs, :but PG&E has not suggested. a way to make that determination. 
In addition, CCC argues that this method will require the 
Commission's continuing monitoring of PG&E "s decisions to- reduce 
generation at its older units. 

'Xhird, CCC points out that PG&E has miscalculated the 
adder under its own method. As noted previously, CCc disagrees 
with PG&E"s contention that the retirements of the AVon, Martinez, 
and Oleum plants were not attri:butable to generation from varia:bly 
priced QFs. Similarly,. CCC faults PG&E for giving QFs no· credit 
~or allowing Moss Landing Units 4 and S to :be placed on standby 
status or permitting reduced service hours at PG&E~s Contra Costa 4 

and ~ units. In ad~ition, CCC notes, the percentage that PG&E 
applied ~o the cost of. consuma:bles to develop its short-term 
avoided O&M cost was- taken from its witness" testimony in the 1933 
ECAC proceeding~ not trom the commission's decision in that case. 
'l'he correct percentage' is· 58 .• 2'%, rather than 49 .. ,3% used, :by PG&E .. 
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ccc calculated avoided O&M costs using- PG&E's lnethcd but 
making- the corrections it advocated. The result was an O&M adder 
of 2.3 mills/kWh. 

)). Ultrapower 

Ultrapower also criticizes PG&E's method. 
Ultrapower first notes that PG&E's method, based on 

historical data,. is inadequate for the purposes of this proceedinq. 
Reliance on historical costs in these circumstances is incorrect, 
Ultrapower arques, because trends based on those costs will predict 
incurred costs, not avoided costs. Costs that are avoided are not 
reflected in recorded elata, so historical fiqures will alw~y$ 
undervalue avoided O&M costs •. 

Ultrapower also believes that the lack of patterns in 
PG&E's recoreled data supports its views on the inadequaey of 
historical figures.. PG&E's own testimony (E~ .. 46, App. 13.) has 
consumables, its recommended measure of short-term O&M costs, 
varyinq in all possible manners with marginal qeneration. Thus, . 
Ul trapower arques ,. PG&E' s fundamental assumption, that cons\ml.al:)les 
are an appropriate measure of short-term avoided O&M costs, is 
disapproved by its own data. 

PO'RPA and this Commission's elecisions require utilities 
to· pay QFs the full costs the utility avoiels because of the QFs' 
production, accoreling to Ultrapower. Ultrapower believes that 
PG&E's approach violates this standard.. In recent years, 
generation trom QFs has allowed PG&E to· avoid O&M costs by retiring 
some plants and placing- other units on standby, ultrapower argues. 
Rather than crediting QFs with those savinqs,- PG&E allocates. the~ 
O&M savinqs between QFs and other new sources of qeneration. But 
PG&E's method. contains a fundamental inconSistency, Ultrapower 
contenas·~ In elecidinq whether or not to- remove units from ~rvice 
temporarily or permanently, PG&E looks to- its.' forecasted capacity 
requirements. But its· proposed. alloeation of reduced O&M costs is 
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based on the enerqy prod.uced by the various units, rather than 
their capacity. ' > 

Ultrapower thinks the most compelling argument against 
PG&E's method. was PG&E's witness' testimony about how the method 
would be applied over the next tew years. Even it current 
conditions remained the same, O&M payments to QFs would decline 
over time" because of the three- and five-year time trames asstlllled 
in PG&E's approach. Ultrapower finds it even more strange that if 
conditions on PG&E's· system required standby units to return to 
service, the O&M adder ~ould become a negative number, with the 
result that payments to QFs would decline at the same time that. the 
energy and capacity that they supply became more valuablep 

For all these reasons, Ultrapower urges the rejection ot 
PG&E's method. 

c. GeQthnm.a1 OF::: 
Like other representatives of QFs, the Geothermal QFs 

believe that QFs should ~e credited with the full amount of the O&M 
savings'from the retirements of the Avon, Martinez, and Oleum 
plants~ The Geothermal QFs argue that PG&E could not have retired 
these units in the absence of QFs' contribution to· meeting load and 
improving reliability. 

The Geothermal QFs also point out that PG&E"s calculation 
of avoid.ed O&M costs is inconsistent with other estimates of O&M 
costs ,that it is required to tile in other regulatory proceedings, 
such as the California Energy Commission's Seventh Common 
Forecasting Methodology (CFM-7) proceeding. 

The Geothermal QFs argue that PG&E also errs in 
allocating O&M savings between QFs and other new resources. The 
Commission has determined that variably priced QFs should be 
treated as the marginal resource, the Geothermal QFs state. As 

PG&E'S system· efticiency improves, for example,> payments to QFs 
based on. the marg'inal. efficieneyof g'eneration.deeline.. Consistent 
and fair treatment requires that QFs. also get the credit tor 
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increased O&M savings that accrue as less efficient units are 
retired or used less. 

Finally,. the Geothermal QFs note, as did CCC, that PG&E's 
calculations of the costs ot consumables was based on an incorrect 
fiqure for the extent to which conventional steam units were backed 
down in the modeling' runs in the 1988ECAC proceeding_ PG&E used 
49.3% in its calculation; the decision in that case was based on 
58.2%. 

d .. DM 

• 

DRA does not engage in much direct criticism of PG&E's 
method. ORA agrees with PG&E's single-year approach to short-term 
avoided O&M costs, but DRA thinks PG&E has included these costs 
twice in its calculation. PG&E has developed estimates ot avoided 
O&M costs tor three and five years, but these estimates already 
includ.e the one-year cost ot cons~les. ORA. sees this as a tlaw 
in PG&E's method. ORA. tincis PG&E's· concern about the allocation ot 
O&M savings to· energy or capacity payments to· be someWhat 
overblown, since' the distinction is arbitrary.. For ORA, a more • 
important concern is that none ot these savinqs are lost in the 
allocation. 
B .. 2n 

1. ReCommended Me~s 

a .. ~ 
cee's proposed method tor calculating the avoided O&M 

payments is based on a five-year average ot PG&~"s total O&M costs 
for its operating oil- and gas-fueled generating units, calculated 
in mills/kWh. This average Would be prorated to- retlect the extent 
to-which generation trom QFs dlsplaces generation from PG&E's 011-
and gas-fueled units. 

This displacement percentage would be calculated through 
use ot the QFs-ln/OFs-out model runs that are currently used in 
ECAC proceedings. to· calculate PG&E "5 XER. ('I'he IEft is. calculated 
bY,pertorminq two model runs~-one based on' all resources torecasted 
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to 'tJe available to PG&E (QFs-in) ana one that simulates the 
operation of PG&E's system without any energy t'rom vari~ly pricea 
QFs (QFs-out). (Soo 0.8S-03-079.) 

This methoa has the advantage ot' 'tJeinq easy to implement 
ana verify, accordinq to ccc~ In addition, it takes into account 
the et'fect of new resources on reliability and load growth. CCC 
cri ticizes PG&E 1-5 approach for assuminq that new resources made no 
contribution to improving system reliability and meeting increased 
load. It is clear to, CCC that these new resources were nearly 
entirely needed to, meet load growth and improve relia'tJility. QFs 
lower OGcM costs 'tJy permittinq PG&E to retire old generat~n9' unit~ 
ana'to place other units on standby, ana PGGcE's approach unfairly 
underestimates this contri'tJution •. CCC 'tJelieves that its method 
overcomes, these det'iciencies in PGGcE's approach. 

CCC also requests that the commission acknowledqe that 
almost all o,f a unit's OGcM costs can 'tJe avoided when a unit is. 
retired or placed on standby status • 

b. VltraPower 
Ultrapower presented several alternative methods in 

addition to its preferred approach. 
Ultrapower t'irst ot't'ers a calculation 'tJased on 

corrections and improvements to PG&E's methoa. 
Like PG&E, Ultrapower cites the provisions of PORPA and 

defines avoidable O&M cost as the expense that PG&E would incur 'tJut 
for the generation ot' varia'tJly priced QFs. Ultrapower finas it 
useful to 'tJreak down total O&M costs into- short-term and long-term 
costs. Short-term O&M costs are those that are avoided When 
purchases t'rom QFs allow reduced operation of PG&E's.gcneration 
units. For purposes ot' this issue, 'tTl trapower views long-term O&M 
costs as the costs that are aV~ided when generation.from QFs allows 
PGGcEto take generation units out of service temporarily or . " . 

permanently,;; 
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In Ultrapower's scheme, avoided short-term O&M costs 
include the cOl;lsUl'Itables icientified. l:>y PG&E. However, tTltrapowcr 
notes that other costs are also avoided in the short term. For 
example, operating unit~ in a single or two-shift mode, rather than 
around the clock, or lengthening the time "Detween required major 
maintenance, also· reduces O&M costs in the short term. Ultrapower 
sugqests that estimates of short-term avoided O&M costs may be 
derived by applyinq the technique used in PG&E's 1988 tCAe case tor 
calculating' avoidec:l O&M costs·.. The necessary underlying data could 
"De taken trom various requlatory filings PG&E is required to· make 
or from research sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute, 
(EPlU) • 

In the long term, tTltrapower l:>elieves PG&E can avoid O&M 
costs by removing units from service. Ultrapower dev.elops three 
categories of these removals. 

• 

The shortest-term removals from service are classified as 
reserve outages. Units on reserve status are not operating and do • 
not require a full operating crew, accord.inq tot1ltrapower. 

When a unit is placed in stand"Dy 'reserve status, it is 
removec:l from service for a longer term but not permanently shut 
down. Such units require at least two months to be returned to 
service, ana more labor and operating costs are avoided than fQr 
reserve outages .. 

The longest term removal trom service is, of course, 
retirement. S·ignificant O&M costs can be avoided. when plants are 
retired, acco:r:dinq to Ultrapower. 

Ultrapower arques that when generation trom QFs allows 
plants to be pl~ee in reserve outaqe r PG&E saves labor costs 
(~ecause fewer operating personnel are requirec:l) anc:l maintenance 
costs (~ecause the period between sChecluled mainteM.nc~.ean ~e 
extencled). However, Ultrapowe:z;: was unable to· obtain-enou9'h 
information to permit-it to- quantify these savings .. 

• 
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When units are retired or placed on standby reserve, it 
is 'e'asier to quantity the avoided O&M. PG&E has, estimated that it 
has saved $14.6· million in O&M expense in the past five years 
because of such removals from service. Ultrapowor appears to 
accept this fiqure, but argues· that QFs should be credited with all 
of these savings, because PG&E could not have removed these units 
from service without the capacity provided by variably priced QFs. 

The result of Ultrapower's method is an avoided O&M 
payment of about 4 mills/kWh. 

However, Ultrapower believes that this method, like any 
method that relies on historical data, has, many shortcoming-sa 
Ultrapower's primary recommendation, therefore, is that the 
commission adopt a' proxy to· es.timate avoided O&M costs.. Wh~n the 
Commission has faced similar theoretical pro"rJlems in defining- other 
types of avoided costs, it has found it useful to- rely on a proxy 
to, estimate full avoided cost.. • 

Ultrapower offers· several possi"rJle proxies, but it 
believes that a g-as-fired combined cycle generating plant is the 
most appropriate proxy for these purposes" because its operating 
characteristics are close to those of variably priced QFs .. 
U1trapower's method. for making- use of this pro~ is to run a 
simulation of PG&E's system substituting- the proxy plants for 
varibbly priced QFs. Using this method, Ultrapower calculated an 
avoided OGcM cost of 3.69 mills/kWh. 

c. Geothermal OFs 

Determining a final method for caleulating avoided O&M 
costs is a matter that should be resolved, like other general 
issues, in the proceedinqsthat have historically taken on such 
issues" such as the Biennial Resource Plan Update proeeeding-, 
aeeordinq to the Geothermal QFs. All that the Commission should 
attempt to- do at this tfme is to adopt an interim O~,adder, for 
use until a more permanent method has been determined • 
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The recommended interim figure advocated by the 
Geothermal QFs has two components. 

The first component is based on the recorded data for the 
past three years and credits variably priced QFs with the O&M cost 
reductions for ~oth standby and retired units. in those years.. The 
second component is designed to account for the avoided cost of 
consumables and is derived from the percent of generation by 
variably priced QFs replaced by 0·11- or q<ls-fuclec1 generation in 
the QFs-out run. The sum of the two components is the total 
avoided O&M cost. 

The Geothermal QFs have calculated this total to be 2.55 
mills/kWh, but the current percentage applied to the cost of 
consUl'nables included in the total 'Would be calculated in PG&E's 
1989 ECAC case .. 

2.. Qtller Parties' criticisms 0: the OFs' HdObodS 

• 

PG&E finds. several flaws in the methods proposed by 
representatives of QFs. 

First f' PG&E believes. that the proposals violate the • 
provisions of PURPA. PG&E believes that the proposals would 
require ratepayers to make payments to- QFs that exceed actual 
avoided O&M costs or that are not reasonably related to· saving'S 
caused by generation by QFs. This. result, accord.inq to- PG&E, is 
contrary to PURPA's assumption that ratepayers. should be 
indifferent about Whether electricity is qenerated.by QFs or the 
utility. Thus, if other resources or factors, rather than 
generation ~y QFs ,. are reasonable for savinqs,. then those savings 
should. either be allocated. to those other sources or retained for 
the benefit of ratepayers· I PG&E concludes .. 

Second, PG&E thinks that many of the QFs confuse total 
O&M costs and avoided O&M costs·.. This< is particularly eviden.t in 
some of the, references to· PG&E's tilings in CFM-7, stAtes.PC&E. 
The,O&M Adder· should:be based only on avoided·O&M costs.,. and not on 
total costs. 
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Third., many of the proposals rest on erroneous 
relia:bility studies and confuse energy and capacity payments, PG&E 
argues~ Many QFs already receive compensation for their 
contri:butions to reliability in the form ot capacity payments. 
PG&E believes that those QFs who contribute to· the reliability of 
PG&E's system throlJ,g'h their contractual commitments to supply firm 
capacity are already compensated. for that contribution in the 
capacity payments they receive from PG&E. PG&E contend.s that the 
confusion between fixed O&M expenses, which it avoided should be . 
reflectea in capacity payments, and variable avoided O&M payments, 
the subject of this proceeding', could. lead to excessive paYlflont~ to 
QFs, at tho expenso of ratepayers. 

PG&E also has specific criticisms of the other parties' 
positions. 

CCC's proposea methoa tails to link reduced -generation 
and reduced costs, according to PG&E. CCC attempts to mako such a 
link :by references to retired. plants, which logically cannot be 
used. to· represent the reductions in generation in operating plants 
due to variably priced QFs, PG&E arques. 

ccc also· ne~lects th¢ distinction ~et~een enerqy- and 
capacity-related. O&M costs, and. rcconunends allocatinc; all avoid¢d 
O&M costs on th¢ basis of energy, in violation of PORPA. PG&E 
believes that failure to take into account the O&M component ot 
capacity payments made to QFs who also supply variably priced 
energy will lead to unfair and. unlawful overpayments to these QFs, 

cce's· mo?elinq runs in support of its recommendation, 
PG&E further arC]IJ.es, similarly contuse the nature ot energy and 
capacity and ignore the contractual obligation ot many QFs to 
provide capacity to support the system's reliability. 

TWo ot the approaches sugqested by Oltrapower contain the 
same flaws· as cec's recommendations,. PG&E states. Its tavored 
proxy approach is so radically different. from any previous attempts 
at establishinq avoid.ed: O&M costs that· PG&E thinkS it should be 
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referred to one ot the more general proceedings on QFs. PG&E 
ar9Ues that the proxy proposal is inconsistent with the reasons the 
commission directed this issue to ~e studied in the general rate 
case~ PG&E also criticizes the proxy for failing to take into· 
account the fixed O&M component that QFa are already compensaud 
tor throuqh capacity payments. PG&E's rough calculation indicates 
that Ultrapower's ti9Ure should ~e reduced by about 9% to reflect 
fixed O&M costs. 

PG&E also criticizQs tho Geothermal QFz' propo&al tor 
allooatin9 ~ll O$cM saving'S to vari~ly priced QFs.. PG&E points out 
that the Geothermal QFs' own witness acknowledged the diffieulty ot 
delegating the function of meeting load growth to' one resource 
while crediting standby and retirement savings to· other resources, 
~ut PGScE believes.that that is exactly the sort ot differentiation 
that the Geothermal QFs' method requires. 

• 

Although ORA states its general support tor CCC"s methoCl., 
it notes that the recommendations of the representatives of QFs 
overstate avoided O&M costs by crediting all O&M savings from • 
standby and retired plants to QFs. In addition, CCC"s model runs 
resulted in excessive reliability tarqets, and ORA ~elieves that 

CCC's method needs adj.ustxnent to overcom.e this problem.. ':t'he model 
should oommit only enough retired and cold standl:ly units to meet 
predetemined relia~ility targets, accorcling to DRA.. 

Ultrapower does not criticize the Geothermal QFs.' method,. 
but it opposes the suqqestion that the issue ot how to- caleulate 
avoided O&M oosts should be transferred to- the Bienn~al Resource 
Plan,Upda":e proceeclinq .. 
c. ~ 

1. Recommmded Method 

DRA believes that a method tor oalculatlnq avoided O&M 
costs should take into, acoount the ~alance between loacls and 
resources, load 9'rowth, ancl rellability withoutbecomiXlg 
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unnecessarily complex. ORA recommends that production simulation 
models be used to determine long- and short-term O&M costs. 

DRA qenerally supports CCC~s recommended method. But DRA 
thinks that CCC and the Geotherlnal QFs have overstated avoided O&M 
costs by crediting all of the costs associated with retired and 
standby units to the c;cneration provided by variably priced QFs. 
CCC~s. method should be refined by allowinc; the model to determine 
which stan~y or retired units. would be committed in the absence of 
variably priced QFs. CCC tends to provide "excessive reliability; 
ORA accordingly recommends that the spinning roservo criteria used 
in the model runs- should be the basis for the appropri~te level ot 
reliability in calculating- th.e avo·ided O&M costs. 

For eXistinq units,. DRA generally aqrees with PG&E"s 
approach of calculating the cost of consuxnables for one year. But 
OPAbelieves that PG&E counts some costs twice since the cost of 
consumables: is aX ready included in the three- and five-year data 
underlying- PG&E's calculations. 

ORA would overcome these problems by' using- the cost of 
one-year's worth of consumables as- a measure of short-run avoided 
O&M costs for existing-plants. The difference in generation for 
eXisting units· between the QFs-in and QFs-out runs would be 
multiplied by the averag-e cost of consumables to develop· the short
run figure. The long-run costs of avoided O&M for retired and 
standby units would be derived by multiplyinq the change in kWh 
between the QF.s-in and QFs-out runs for these units by the three
to" five-year averaqe value of avoided O&M costs, adjusted. to 
current year dollars. the sum Qf these two components would be 
divid.ed by variably priced QFs' total qeneration to develop the 
final avo·ided O&M fiqure .. 

All units placed on standby or retired in the last three. 
to five years would be included in the resources available for " 
commitment in the. QFs-out. run under ORA' s prop~sal.. O~aqrees 

with some of the other parties that these units could not· have been 
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taken out of service unless new generation allowed minimum 
reliability requirements 'to 1:>e met .. 

ORA proposes to allocate the short-term O&K savings, 
resulting from the differences in generation between the QFs-in and 
QFs-out runs l to energy payments and the long-term savings from 
retirements or cold standby units to capacity payments. 

ORA also notes PG&E's concerns about increases in 
maintenance costs that may result trom increased cycling of 
conventional steam units 1:>ecause ot the availa~ility of generation 
from QFs. ORA agrees that these increased costs should be incluaea 
in a theoretically correct calculation of avoidecl a&K costs,. but 
does not recommenci this adjustment now because of a lack of 
reliable- data. 

2. 2th~ PaXt1es' <:xUowisms.,oLPBA's H~-

~ 

PG&E and CCC join in stating that ORA's proposal violates 
due process. DRA. did not articulate its proposal until its opening 
brief, and no witnesses testified in support of the proposal. No 
other party has had an opportunity to, cross-examine ORA on the ~ 
details o·f its proposal. 

CCC also o1:>jects to ORA's method on s~stantive grounds. 
ccc thinks that the proposal is undeveloped and several of its 
elements are unclear, such as how ORA proposes to caleulate long
term O&M savings and how such savings would 1:>e determined in a 
future period when no retirements have occurred. 

PG&E argues that ORA errs in accusing it of includinq the 
one-year avoided cost of consumables in its- c:alc:ulation o·f long
term saVings; short-term costs have been ex~ludeQ from PG&E's 10nq
term estimates .. 

PG&E finds ORA's approach illoqical,. because of its use 
of the change in ~Whs generated 1:>y' standby and retired units in the 
QFs-in and QFs-out runs. This change- is m.inimal,.. bec:ause. retired 
units are not restarted in the QFs-out run and. the- use of $tan~y 
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units is limited in a way that does not reflect their long-term 
benefits. 

III. Discussion 

Although th~ parti~s have obviously put great thought and 
effort into their presentations on this issue~ we cannot endorse 
any party's recommendation wholeheartedly. Each proposed method 
has shortcomings or inconsistencies. We will ~iseuss some of our 
general concerns before we describe the metho~ we adopt in this 
ease ... 
A. Fix~ Vorsus variable O&H eoru 

The parties have occasionally blurred an important 
distinction between fixed O&M costs and variable O&M costs. Fixed 
O&M costs are usuaily include~ in the cost of adding new generation 
capacity, and capacity payments to' QFs include the estimate~ fixed 
O&M costs ot a combustion turbine,. the current proxy used to, derive 
avoided capacity costs. For example" PG&E and DRA recommend that 
firm capacity payments in the test year ot 1990 should be based on 
a combustion turbine costs of $55.77/kw-yr, including a fixed O&M 
cost of $3 .. 6,3/kW-yr and associated administrative and general (A&G) 
overhead of $1 ... 32/kW-yr (EX. 113-2-A). 

The estimate of avoided fixed O&M costs incorporated in 
the capacity payment is already paid to QFs who, commit to supply' 
firm capacity under S02 and S04 and to many QFs with nonstandard 
contracts mo~eled after these standard offers.. Even QFs who cannot 
guarantee to, supply capacity and who sell PG&E energy on an as
available basis under SOl receive payments that include a capacity 
component to reflect the diversity of generation trom these 
sources. Some contracts" such as SOZ contracts,., for QFs supplying 
firm capacity also, provide bonus capacitypaj'1l1ents for exceeding a 
specified c~pacity factor. 
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The issue in this ease is how to quantify the variaQle 
O&M costs that are avoided because ot the energy supplied by 
variably priced QFs. Most ot these variably priced QFs also, supply 
and are paid for capacity they provide under S02, certain options 
of 504, and SOl. They are differentiated from fixed priced QFs not 
so much by the capacity payments they receive as the way in which 
energy payments are caleulated· under their contracts. For these 
reasons, any method that does not separate out the fixedO&M 
avoided cost from total O&M costs will have the potential for 
paying the fixed O&M costs twice. 
B. Rej:ires\ Pl.M3<~ 

• 

Oetermininq the proper role for retired plants in 
calculating the O&M adder is co~plicated by several circumstances. 
The three plants PG&E recently- retired--Avon, Martinez r and Oleum-
were not typical plants. They were' operated in conjunction with 
adjacont refineries that purchased steam and electricity from PG&E. 
The plants were near the end ot their expected useful lives when 
they were retired ,. and. PG&E claims that economic and safety reasons • 
d.ominated the decision to retire the plants. In addition, the 
contracts with the refineries were terminated, which macle continuod 
operation o·f th.e plants impractical r according to PG&E. 

These' facts appear to isolate the decision to· retire the 
plants trom any influence of the enerqy contribution ot variably 
priced QFs. But other testimony forces us· to· consider the role of 
variably priced QFs.' power.. For example,. it was suggested that the 
decision to terminate the refinery contraets was a consequence of, 
and not a reason contributing to, PG&E~s decision to· retire the 
plants (,rr. 41:4506-4509) ~ tTltrapower also- presented. testimony 
that PG&E's reserve margin would tall ~elow tarqet levels it QFs 
were not present to· till in tor retired and standby plants. 

This issue is- further complicated by the historical tact 
that PG&E added eonsid.erable new generation near thetime'ot the 
retirements" wh.ile substantial load growth was" also oecurrin9' r . 
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PG&E has claimed that QFs had no influence on the 
decision to retire the plants, but if pressed into its alternative 
position, PG&E is willing to allocate,_ on the basis of historical 
energy production, the O&M' savings from the retirements between 
variably priced QFs and its other new generation. Tbe 
representatives. of the QFs assert that PG&E would have- been unable 
to· retire the plants without the contribution of QFs~ and therefore 
the variably priceQ QFs should receive the full credit for the 
reduced'O&M costs resulting from the retirements. 

The decision to retire an existing generating unit should 
be made primarily on the basis ot economics. As a plant reaches 
the end ot its useful life, the efficiency ot converting tuel to 
electricity declines and the cost of maintenance increases. At 
some point, the cost of replacing the plant becomes less than 
continuing to' retain the plant in operation. As that point 
approaches, the utility should either construct a new plant to' 
replace the old plant or make arrangements to· purchase the 
necessary capacity and enerqy from other utilitie~ to- sUbctitute 
for the old plant ... 

When plants are retired because ot aging, rather than for 
reasons of technological obsolescence, they frequently tirst go 
through a phase when. the utility finds it economical to keep unit~ 
in reserve for less frequent operation than the units~ originally 
intended design. Units are kept in reserve for operation when 
other units are being repaired or serviced or when peak loads 
justify use of relatively more expensive units. As a general 
matter, retirements may occur only when the utility has secured 
enough replacement capacity to- assure that the plant will not even 
be needed to meet peak load. (See Ex. 257, p ... 12 .. ) 

Thus,- as a genera~ matter, the primary considerations in 
the decis~on to retire a plant concern capacity and reliability. 
Because aged plants are usually ineffieient to-operate~ they are . .. 
rarely the most economic source of ener9Y, and retaining a plant on 
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a utility's system purely to contr;i.bute energy is unusual.. (See 
Tr.41:.45·09.) 

For 'this reason, PG&E's alternative proposal to allocate 
the O&M savings from its retired plants on the basis of the 
relat;i.ve quantity ot ~ergy qenerated by variably priced QFs and 
new generation plants seems illoqical. But the QFs" arguments also 
as~ us to find that the energy supplied by variably priced QFs 
allowed PG&E to retire the three plants. 

To- be sure,. the distinction "rJetween energy-and: capacity 
in the context of QF pricing -is a fuzzy one.. Many QFs have tirm 
capacity contracts that require them to generate a certain amount 
of enerqy to demonstrate their ability to supply capacity, and we 
have acknowledged that even the energy QFs provide on an as
available }:Iasis helps the utility avoid capacity costs. 

These considerations persuade-us that we must first look . 
to capacity to· determ;i.ne to what extent, if any, variably pr;i.ced 
QFs should receive credit for the O&M- savings. when. the plants were 
retired .. 
C~ stan@~ 'Q'nit§ 

Cold standby units are maintained in a way that permits 
them to beeome operational within one week to two months ot the 
decis·ion to bring them baek into operation. The primary functions 
of cold standby units are to provide capacity that can bo drawn on 
when needed and to reinforce the system's reliability.. Once a cold 
standby unit is brought into- service, it is- available for 
dispatching and it may also contribute energy to the extent that 
its energy is cheaper than other sources. 

The use of standby units has declined as the contribution 
ot variably priced QFs has- grown (see Ex .. 258, Tables- 4 and 5), and 
over the last five years PG&E has recor<:led O&M savin9's of $6 .. 5 
million associatea with its- standl:ly units-. 

'rhus,. the O&M costs associated with standby units can and 
should be consiaered in the calculation of the adder .. 
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D. Qperatins Uni:ts 
operating units have at least two components of O&M that 

may be avo·ided :by generation' from variably priced QF$.. 
First are consumables. Although some parties question 

whether short-term O&M costs are limited to consumables, no· one has 
disputed that consumables are avoided, and no· party has Offered an 
alternative to PG&E's quantification of the avoided cost of 
consumables. 

Second are the O&M savings that may result when units 
operate at a lower level :because of the generation from variably 
priced. QFs. Labor costs may decrease :because ot reduced hours, 
tewer shifts, or fewer workers. The schedule ot major maintenance 
may:be sprea~ out over a longer time, redueinq the cost of labor 
and materials. ~hese savings are hard to quantify exactly: but 
total variable O&M costs tor operating plants. would:beexpected to 
decrease in proportion to generation it these effects are 
signifieant~ 

E. Adopted H~ 
As we have suggested, no party presented a method that 

was entirely satisfactory. For use in PGScE's 1989 ECAC case, we 
will adopt a method that resembles proposals put forward by 
Ultrapower and CCC. This basic methodoloqr should also be used in 
PG&E's 1990 ECAC proceeding, sUbject to, some refinement as 
discussed below. Adoption ot'a common methodology for use :by all 
three major electric utilities should await consideration in a 
future Biennial Resource Plan Update proeeedin~. 

1. Opeming Units· 

a.. Siimeraj;iou Q.islAced bY- Variably Pri.s:sN 0Es 

The method we adopt employs the QFs-in/QFs-out runs that 
are used to· calculate the XER in the ECAC ca$e~ The QFs-out run is 
capable of simulating, within the limits of the particular m04el~ 
how PG&EI'$system. would. operate in the absence. of energy from 
variably priced QFs, and the results of the QFs-out run may be 
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compared with those of the QFs-in run, Which forecasts the 
operation of ~e system with variably priced QFs included. 

Ultrapower suggested that sueh a comparison could ~e used 
to determine the extent to which power from variably priced QFs 
allows PG&E to· reduce generation at operating units. (See E:lC. 257, 
pp. 18-21.) In the QFs-out run, some operating units will be 
called on to generate more electricity t~ compensate for the loss 
of QFs' power. The QFs-in/QFs-out comparison details the increased 
operation of each such unit .. 'Onder trltrapower's proposal, the 
change in output in each steam generation unit would be multiplied 
by the variable O&M cost for that unit, as reported to the Energy 
Commission in CFM-& and CFM-7. The O&K costs, expressed in 
cents/kWh, would be escalated to 1990 dollars in the calculation. 

• 

CCC made a similar proposal. ccc would also use the QFs
in/QFs-out runs to determine the portion of variably priced QFs' 
generation that displaces PG&E's oil and goas units. However, the 
units' O&M costs would be calculated from each unit's total O&M 
costs, in nominal dollars, as recorded for each o'l the last 'live • 
years. The total O&M costs would be added together and the sum 
divided by the total g'eneration from PG&E"s oil and gas units, to 
develop- average O&M costs, expressed in cents/kWh, for each year. 
Each year's. averag'e would then be escalated to test yoar dollar!;. 
The total change in oil and gas generation between the QFs-in and 
QFs-out runs~ dividea by the total change in OF generation, would 
determine the percentage of fossil-fueled generation displaced by 
QFs. In addition, CCC' proposes that if standby or retired units 
are restarted to· meet demand in the OFs-out case, the calculation 
would be redone to· include their costs. The total average O&M 
costs would be multiplied by the percent of displaced'fossil-fueled 
generation to develop the O&M adder. 

Our method' incorporates elements of both of these 
reconunendations,. ,but it follows tTltrapower'ssuggestion ·most 
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closely. Tbe method begins with the QFs-in/QFs-out runs. 'rhe QFs
out run simulates a hypothetical PG&E system that lacks the energy 
produced by variably priced QFs, and. comparison with the QFs-in 
run, whicb simulates- the operation of the actual system under 
forecasted conditions r gives a good measure of the energy 
contribution o,f variably priced QFs. In add.i tion, using the QFs
in/QFs-out runs tor calculation ot both IERs and avoided O&M costs 
provides an appealing consistency • 

. The QFs-in/QFs-out runs allow calculation ot the change 
in gene~ation tor each fossil-fueled unit. The unit-by-unit change 
in generation can then be used t~ develop, estimates ot the 
different components, of avoided O&M. 

b.. Avoid,esi 0&1( costs 
pne ot the biggest problems this issue has presented is 

the lack of data that would permit us to convert the change in 
generation into total avoided O&M'costs. Ideally~ intormation on 
the marg,inal O&M costs of each unit over a range ot generation 
levels would be readily available, and the marginal O&M costs tor 
each unit could be calculated trom the results ot the QFs-in/QFs
out runs. This icleal information was not presented in this case. 

Tbe parties have suggested three sources of data tor the 
conversion of each operating unit's change in generation to avoid.ed 
costs. Ultrapower has suggested use of the data PG&E tiled in the 
Energy Commission's CFM-6- and CFM-7 proceedings (apparently the 
same data was tiled in each proceeding). CCC suggested use of the 
average O&M, defined as total operating costs minus fuel costs" tor 
PG&E's fossil-fueled units tor 1984-1988. PG&E, ORA,. and the 
Geotbermal QFs suggested using PG&E's recorded data for .the last 
three to five years,. PG&E would rely primarily on the reduction 
over five years in O&Mcosts tor standby units; ORA and the 
Geotherma.l QFs would use an average for each unit ... 

Each ot these data sources .. has its sh0r:tcomin9s .. 
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The CF.M figures are supposed to represent average 
variable O&M costs for 1976-1986. These fi9'U%'es present several 
problems. First~ average O&Mmay not represent avoided O&M 
accurately. We presume that a unit's O&M costs" calculated on a 
mills/kWh basis, will vary with the level of generation, with the 
lowest costs when the plant is operating near its most efficient 
level. At higher-than-optimal capacity factors, we would expect 
costs to rise because of more wear and tear on components, more 
frequent scheduled maintenance, and the like. At low capacity 
factors, the absolute costs of O&M will be lower, but those costs 
will be spread out over fewer kWhs, and certain costs" such as 
labor costs, will constitute a minimum level that cannot be avoided 
until the plant is retired., The portion o·f this cost curve that 

corresponds to' the change in generation from the QFs-in/QFs-out 
runs may differ siqnificantly from the point represented by an , 
average. 

• 

Another problems with the CFM data is. the question of 
precisely what they measure. PG&E has complained that the CFM • 
definition of variable O&M costs is too broad for use in 
determining the avoided costs for the calculation of the adder. 
Other parties have' asserted that the CFM figures exclude labor 
costs and thus understate variable O&M costs. No party has 
presented a detailed description of what exactly makes up' the CFM 

figures, which leaves us with many questions about the 
appropriateness of basing the adder on them. 

In addition, the CFM data may be somewhat out of date,. 
and we have some con,cems about basing the add.er on information 
that may be as many as 1:3 years old. 

CCC-' s suqg'ested source shares many of these pro~lems.. It 
is an averaqe, rather than a lI1easure of avoided or marqinal.O&M 
eosts. CCC defines variable O&M as the total operatinq costs o't a 
unit minus fuel costs -and rents. 1'he res,i4ual category, defined. as 
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variable O&M, seems· larqe, and we are concerned about the lack ot 
precise description about its contents. 

PG&E's quantification has the virtue of beinc; :Cased on 
recorded decreases in O&M costs. But PG&E's fi9'Ures measure only 
the savings associated with standDy or retired units and 
consumablesp As we have discussed previously, avoided O&M costs, 
at least in theory, should include other components I' such as the 
longer-term reduced costs ot labor tor operating plants. PG&E haz 
presented 'figures that are indisputably O&M savings, but it has not 
quantified all O&M costs avoided l:ly the presence ot variably priced 
Q?s. 

With all these shortcomings in mind, we believe that, of 
the data presented in this ease, the ti9'Ures· of CFM-6 and CFM-7 are 
best suite.d for the limited purposes·ot estimating the avoided O&M 
costs associated with operating units. Although the CFM figures 
are averages, they were l:lased on costs recorded over a long term 
that pres~ly includes a tairly wide range of generation levels 
for each generation plant. Differences in each unit's production, 
which can greatly skew the mills/kWh calculation, should bo 
lessened by the wider variety of operating conditions. 'the CFM 
figures do not include labor costs, but quantifying labor savings 
tor operating plants has proved elusive. And as Ultrapower points 
out, the results of applying our general method to these fi9'Ures is. 
consistent wit~ other filings by PG&E over several years and tor 
many purposes. Use of the CFM data also· provides a continuity and 
consistency with the 0&11 adder developed in the 1988 ECAC 
proceeding. 

2. Betire4 Plant::! 
We have previously determined that we should focus on 

capacity in evaluating the extent to which variably priced QFs 
should receive credit for the O&M savings assoeiatedwith retired 
plants.. tntrapower has. provided an analysis: :based on capacity 
considerations (E~.· 258·,. pp ... 31-3,6-).. Although we do not· !ollow the 
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analysis suggested by Ultrapower, the intormation Ultrapower 
presented helps us resolve and. illustr,ate this issue_ 

'I'Mle 6· ot Ex. 258 incorporates ORA's assUlllptions that 
PG&E's total resources in 1990, including new generation and 
varial:>ly priced QFs" will total 22,102 megawatts (MW) (sea 
Ex .. 138-A; EX. 84, p .. 184). 'O'ltrapower has- calculated that the 
capacity a~sociated with variably priced QFs will amount to 1,322 
MW. When variably priee4 QFs are remove4 from total resources and 
compared with the d.emand tore cast of the Energy Commission's 
Seventh Electricity Report (ER-7), the resulting reserve margin i~ 
14.9%, substantially less than the long-run target reserve margin 
of l7 .. 5% that the Energy Commission has proposed tor PG&E in ER-7. 
With the projected levels ot peak demand.,. 21,253 MW ot resources 
would be needed to equal the target reserve margin., Thus, without 
the capacity associated with variably priced QFs, PG&E would need 
473 MW in additional resources to meet target reserve margins. By 
comparison, the capacity ot the retired plants was 179 MW .. 

If PG&E"s, rather than ORk's, assumptions are used (see 
Ex. 84, p. 184), the capacity without variably priced QFs (23,336 
MW) exceeds the resources needed to meet the target reserve margin 
proposed. in ER-7 (and. even the 22' .. 6% reserve margin ot ER-6) .. 

These results, though diftering, sugqest an approach to 
assessing the contribution ot QFs when plants are retired.... When 
the utility"s resources (includ.ing cola standby units) are 
insutficient to meet tarqet reserve margins without variably priced 
QFs' oapacity" then the recorded O&M savings should. be creaited. to
QFs in proportion to· the ratio, ot megawatts of the retired plants' 
capacity needed to meet the target reserve marqin to the total 
capacity of the retired. plants. Usinq ORA's tigures,. the entire 
O&M savings would :be credited to varibly prioed QFs, because even 
it the plants had not been re~ired, PG&E could not meet. its target 
reserve margin without the.capacity trom variably-priced QF5. 
'O'sinqPG&Ers estimates, the retired plants were not needed and no 
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credit should be given to variably priced QFs. At intermediate 
levels, the credit w,ould be proportioned to the extent to Which tM 
retired plants were needed to-meet targct reserve margins. 

We believe that this approach should be !ollowed in the 
1989 ECAC case. If part of the capacity of the retired plants is 
needed to meet target reserve margins in the forecast year, that 
proportion of the recorded O&M savings should be cred'ited to 
variably priced QFs. It PG&E would have adequate capacity to meet 
reserve margins without the capacity associated with variably 
priced QFs, then none ot the savings should be credited tc QFs. It 
PG&E would fail to, meet target reserve margins in the absence· of 
QFs" even if the retired plants had been retained, then all of the 
recorded savings should be credited to, QFs. 

We have illustrated this discussion with figures trom 
Ex. 258. For the calculation in the 1989 ECAC case, the 
appropriate figures should be based on the evidence and assumptions 
adopted in that case. The peak demancl figure,. the capacity of 
PGScE's resources,_ and. the capac.:i. ty associated with var.:i.~ly priced. 
QFs should be consistent with the assumptions of. the model runs .. 
The recorded O&M savin9's that may be credi:ted to QFs should be the 
five-year savings associated with the retired plants, or $8.1 
million (Ex. 46). 

In its comments to the ALJ's proposed decision, pe&E 
argued against removing the QFs, with contracts to· supply firm. 
capacity from PG&E's available resources in the calcul~tion of the 
avoided O&M costs.. PG&E cot1tends that these QFs should be treated 
like any other resource and should remain a part of PG&E's 
resources, for purposes of this calculation. 

The purpose ot the calculation, howevcr, is vert limited .. 
Our only purpose is to attempt to, estimate the extent to- which the 
prese17.~e of variably priced OFs has permitted PG&E to, avoid O&M' 
costs. associated with certain resources .. We' are not increasing the 
capacity payments to QFs. as a result of. this calculation, and the 
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fixed O&M cost that is included in these capacity payments is also 
unaffected. The purpose of this calculation is merely to apportion 
the recorded O&M savings from retired and standby units between 
variably priced OFs and PG&E~s other new resources. For this 
lilIlited purpose" we believe that our treatment Qf QFs' capacity is 
appropriate. 

The record is unclear on whether the recorded reduetions 
in O&M costs associated with the retired plants include fixed O&M 
costs. If fixed O&M costs are reflected in the recorded fiqures, 
they should be reduced~ by the amount that fixed O&M costs are 
included in capacity payments to QFs, before they are credited to 
QFs. 

Although we are adopting an approach that includes 
retired plants for PG&E at this time, in considering future O&M 
methodologies we expect to carefully re-examine the issue. There 
is an additional theoretical problem with includinq retired plants 
in the calculation of the adder, If no, QFs e:;(isted, a utility 
would typically replace a worn-out plant with a newer generation 
plant with lower overall costs- of operation. Although the details 
may depend on the specific plant and technolo9Y,. we may assume that 
the O&M costs of the newer plant would tend to be lower than those 
of the plant it replaced. Under traditional ratemaking, ratepayers 
would pay only the lower costs of the new plant,. and any O&M 
savings would be retained DY ratepayers. 

Under the approach to avoided cost consistently' embraced 
by this Commission, the avo,ided plant in this'sitU4tioh is the new 
plant, not the retired plant" and the calculation ot all aspects ot 
avoided. costs would. be keyed. to' the costs of the new plant.. (In 
the absence of concrete proposals for new qenerationplants, we 
have relied. on the costs ot a proxy plant for some purposes.) By 
seeking the Dene'!it of the O&M costs of'the retired plants r some 
parties are essentially treating the retired plant~ rather than the 
new or proxy plant,. as the basis for calculating avoid.ed. eosts.-
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Generally speaking, this means that ratepayers would pay more to 
QFs for O&M than they would if the utility had constru~~ed the new 
plant. This result violates the principles of avoided cost and 
ratepayer indifference we have repeatedly articulated. 

Another way to look at this issue is to examine how long 
the savings from retired plants should continue to be considered in 
the calculation of the adder. The general answer is that such 
savings should be considered until the time when PG&E would have 
retired the plant with or without the contribution of QFs. 'rho 
point when a plant would have been retired regardless of QFs' 
generation may vary; the reasons for the retirement can be that the 
plant has reached the end of its useful life,. that a goverrunental 
entity has ordered it closed, that compliance with pollution 
control requirements would be prohibitively expensive, or numerous 
other circumstances. 

In determining how long to view a retired plant as 
displaced by QFs, it would be helpful to have testimony on the 
factors- that would affect the decision to retire a particular 
plant~ Although there was- little specific testimony on this issue 
in this case,. we are persuaded that considering the- cost savings 
occurring over the past five years for the Avon, Martinez, and 
Oleum plants is reasonable in this case .. 

3. S,tandbY tlni.ts 
The portion of the adder related to standby units has two 

components. 
First are the reduced costs that PG&E has recorded for 

its cold standby units in recent years.. A$ with the retired 
plants, the problem is sorting out the influences of varia))ly 
priced O&M and new generation. A process similar to the one 
discussed for retired plants can be used to qet a workable estimate 
of the QFs' contribution to- these savings. 'rhat is, variably 
priced QFs should be credited with the O&~ savings nssociated·with 
cold stanCll:>y plants in- .proportion to the capacity provided by cold 
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standby plants that is required to meet target reserve margins When 
the capacity associated with variably priced OFs is removed •. 

This estimate is somewhat rougher than when this process 
was applied to" the sav1ngs from retired plants. Because staneby 
units' capacity is already included in the estimate ot PG&E'~ 
resources, the units' capacity cannot be added in a second time to 
the resource figure to meet the target reserve margin. However, it 
is reasonable to assume that in the absence of QFs, cold standDy 
units would be returned to operational status at about the level 
that new resources would need to be obtained to meet target reserve 
margins. This assumption allows us to· use a proportion derived 
from the process described above to estimate the standby units' 
recorded savings that should be credited to QFs .• . . 

As we discussed in connection with t~e retired plants, it 
is necessary to ensure that the fixed O&M costs incorporated in 
capacity payments to QFs are removed from the recorded savin9$ 
associated with standby units. 

The second component of the adder related to· cold standby 
units corresponds to the energy produced by these units when called 
into service. The QFs-in/QFs-out runs provide a good illustration 
of the role of the Variably priced QFs in reducing the need for 
operation of cold standby units. In the runs for the 1985 ECAC 
case, parties were instructed to model reserve resources so that 
they could be restarted and called on ~y the model in the ~Fs-out 
run if needed and economical. (0 .. 88-11-05·2, milne'o .. , pp.63-6$.) 
Cold standby units should continue to ~e modeled so that they are 
available for disp4tch in the QFs-out run. If the model shows that 
the generation trom a cold standby unit is needed, then it is clear 
the the oonsumables associated with that generation are 4voided by 
variably priced QFs .. The amount of. any sucb generation should be 
multiplied by the value of consumaDles. and inoorporated in the 
adder. 
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4 • Recorded...O&M: Savings 
As directed in 0.88-11-052, PG&E reported the results of 

its attempt to, identify and. quantify the 'O&M eosts that vary in 
one-, three-, and five-year time frames. 

Over one year, PG&E reported, consistent with its 
ar;uments in this case, that only the costs of consumables varied. 
PG&E determined that the annual costs- of consumables decreased by 
$1,287,000 d.ue to reduced qeneration at fossil-fueled plants made 
possible by the contribution of variably priced QFs. OVer three 
years, PG&E' found that O&M costs associated with retired. and cold 
Gtandby units decreased ):Iy a total of $14,487,,000, including 
reduced costs of cons~les-. Over five years, the reduced O&M 
costs were $8,119,000 tor retired plants and $6,0.25-,000 for standby 
units, for a total of $14,644,000. 

Other parties argued that PG&E's figures did not includ.e 
all elements of avoided cost for these time periods, ):Iut no party 
disputed the accuracy of PG&E's recorded data. Parties accepted 
PG&E's estimate of the average cost of cons~les o,f 0 .. 37 
mills/kWh, although other parts of the total annual avoi<ied cost of 
consumables depend on the results of the QFs~in/QF$-out runs. We 
find that the data submitte<i by PG&E is adequate for purposes of 
this decision, although other types of data may be more useful for 
calculating the adder, as we will discuss., In addition, we are 
satisfied that these O&lfsavinqs, as defined and 'quantified by 
PG&E, are not inclu~ed in PG&E's requested O&M exPenses tor the 
test year. 

s. CalCUlAtion ot the A$lder 
For purposes of the 1989 ECAC, the calculation ot the 

adder would begin. with the QFs-in/QFs-out runs that ,are used to. 
determine the IER. For purposes of calculating, the adder, standby 
and, reserve units should· be modeled to-be available for dispatch in 
the QFs-out run .. 
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We will calculate the avoi~e~ O&M costs separately tor 
three types of generating units: operating units, cold standby 
units, and retired plants. Operating units form a residual 
category that includes regularly operating units an~ reserve units 
that have not yet been placed in cold stan~y status~ 

The change in generation between the QFs-in and QFs-out 
runs for each operating unit should be ~ultiplied by the 
appropriate variable O&M tiqure trom PG&E's filings in CFM-6 an~ 
CFM-7 to· ~evelop a total avoided O&M cost for ~bat unit. The 
avo-ided costs- for all operating units should then be added toqether 
to arrive at the total O&M savings trom operating unitG. 

For cold standby units, the first calculation is the 
amount of capacity needed to· meet target reserve margin.~, based on 
the peak demand assumed for the model runs. The secon~ step is to 
derive the alnount of capacity associated with variably priced QFz. 
The result of the first calculation should. th~n be compared with. 
PG&E's resources without the capacity of varial:>ly priced QFs. 1'he 
amount of added capacity needed to- m.eet targ'et reserve margins 
divided by the total capacity of col~ standby units provides the 
ratio (ot no more than 1.0) that is multiplied by the five-year O&:M 
saving'S, associated with standby plants, $6,525,,000, to arrive at 
the long'-term O&M savings for standby units. 

~he second component for standby units is the ~ount of 
generation from any restarte~ standby units in the QFs-out run 
times the ~ost of cons\lXl\ables, 0·.37 mills/kWh, to ,derive the. short
term saving'S assoeiated with standby units~ 

The sum of the short-term and long'-term savinqs qives the 
estimated total avoided O&M costs for cola standby units~ 

For retired plants, the adopted. method compares the t"NO 
capacity-related calculations used. in ~erivinq the long-term 
savings associated·w.ith standby units. It resources (inclUding 
cold standby units.), without variably: priced QFs-' ~apacity are 
sufficient to- meet tarqet reserve lnarqins-, then none otthe retire~ 
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plants' O&M savings will be credited to QFs. If added capacity is 
needeel to meet target reserve margins, then the amount of needed 
capacity should be compared to the capacity of the retired units 
(179 MW in this· case). The ratio of needed capacity to- total 
capacity of the retired plants (again limited to· 1.0) is multiplied 
by the recorded five-year savings associated with the retired 
plants, $8.1 million, to· get the O&M savings for retired plants. 

Ultrapower suggested that A&C expenses are avoided in 
proportion to savings in labor expenses. It is unclear Whether the 
labor savings calculated from PG&E's recorded data reflect 
associated decreases in pensions and benefits expon=c~ and payroll 
taxes. If these related savings are not reflected in PC&E's 
figures, .the labor portion of any reductions credited to vari~ly 
priced QFs should be multiplied by 35.$l%, the ratio between 
pensions and benefits expense and payroll tax and labor expen~e 
developed in 0.86-12-095, in PG&E's last GRe.. The resulting 
payroll tax and· pensions saving'S should also be credited to QFs • 

The savings from the three types of generating units-
operating,. standby, and retired--should. be totaled. The sum should 
be divided. by the energy forecasted to be generated by varial:lly 
priced QFs in the 198·9 ECAC proceeding. 

The cm figures are presented. in 1984 dollars and PG&E's 
recorded numbers are in 1987 dollars, so the sum must be escalated 
to 1990 dollars. ;O'ltr~power escalated the cm figures by the 
Consumer Price Index-Urban (CPI-U) ind.ex through 1987. Use-of the 
recorded nonlabor escalation of 7.01% is reasonable for converting 
1984 dollars to· 1987 dollars, and the 1987-90 increase should be 
10.64% for lal:>or costs and 15·.39% for nonlabor costs, the increases 
used to develop preliminary estimates in the GRe. 

The sum of the avoid.ed O&M costs for operating, cold. 
standby, and retired units,. after appropriate escalation, should 
then be·divid.ed. by the·1989 ECAC's forecast C>f generation by 
variably priced QFs to· get the adder • 
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As we have mentioned, the precise components of the CFM 

figures for variable O&M costs were not presented in this case. We 
assume from the information available that the cost of consumables 
is included in the CFM figures. If not~ the avoided O&M for 
fossil-fueled units used in the calculation of the adder should be 
adjusted, based on the 0.27 mills/kWh averaqe developed by PG&E. 

Similarly, we assume that no, fixed O&M costs are included 
in the CFM figures. If they are~ the fixed O&M cost incorporated 
in capacity payments toQFs should be removed from the total O&M 
figures before d'ividing by the forecast of generation from variably 
priced QFs. 
F. ' Future Proceedings 

1. 1990 ECAC Ol® 

All of the methods presented in this case, including the 
one we have adopted for use in the 1989 ECAC proceedinq, have 
shortcominqs. We therefore do not view the adopted method as a 
final or permanent method~ We will permit certain issues to· be 
revisited in the 1990 ECAC case, and the followinq discussion is 
presented to, guide the parties in their future consideration of 
this issue. 

For the near ter.m~ the QFs-in/QFs-out runs will continue 
to DC use!ul. The QFs-out simulation is still close enouqh to the 
actual operation of PG&E~s system to be helpful in estimating 
avoided O&M costs. 

Over time~ as a larqer proportion of PG&E~s enerqy is 
supplied by variably priced QFs, it may become'more difficult to 
simulate the operation of PG&E's system without QFs while 
maintaining some connection with PG&E's actual system. At some 
point, it may be more theoretically accurate to use a· proxy to 
estimate avoided O&M costs. 

We recoqnize that the methodoloqy adopted for PG&E in 
this decision is~linked to the types of resource planning issues 
addressed in our Biennial Resource Plan Update proceedings. We 
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expect to consider adoption ot a generie method for calculating the 
O&M adder in a future Biennial Resource Plan update proceeding as 
several parties have suggested. For at least the next few years, 
however, we would preter to retine this method for PC&E~ based on 
the QFs-in/QFs-out runs. "these refinements would be addressed in 
PG&E's ECAC cases. In developing a tuture methodology, we would ~c 
particularly.interested in Simpler approacbes. 

One essential retinement is to improve the data on the 
marginal O&M costs associated with different levels of generation 
for each fossil-fueled plant.. We believe that this sort of data 
would qreatly improve the accuracy of the adder in reflecting the 
costs PG&E actually avoids ~ecause of the presence of QFs. We 
recognize that assembling this data could be difficult, ]:)ut we will 
direct PG&E to· investigate whether this sort of intormation could 
]:)e extracted or developed from exist~n9' records. '!he results of 
this investigation,. including any data PG&E is able to· develop, 
should kle presented with PG&E's 1990 ECAC application • 

PG&E suggested that increased cycling ot existing 
generatinq units due to· increased qeneration klyQFs may increase 
O&M costs. If this assertion is· true, these increased. cycling 
costs should ]:)e considered in setting the adder •. 

Another area of refinement is the treatment of retired 
plants. We think that l:letter analysis could help clarify the 
extent to which enerqy from variably priced QFs allows PC&E to· 
retire plants and avoid some O&M costs. "this analysis may lead to 
a different valuation of the capacity provided 'rJy QFs, rather than 
an increase in the adaer paid on the ~asis of energy, but further 
analysis should be helpful in moving toward our goal of accurately 
oalculating- the oosts avoided ~y QFs· and' making appropriate 
payments based on those costs .. 

2. 1989 . ECAC case 

Parties to PG&E's 1989' ECAC case have calculated the O&M 
adder acoording to· the method desc:ri)jec:l in the :AL:I's proposed 

.. 
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decision and have submitted alternative adder calculations Qased on 
their CODents to' the 'AL3's proposed decision. 

'the method approved in this decision will Qe employed to . 
calculate the O&M adder and the corresponding--portion ot the 
revenue requirement adopted in the 1989 ECAC ease .. 
FiruUngs 0: Fa£t 

1. In 0.88-l1-052, we directed PG&E to· present A study on 
avoided O&M costs. 

2. PG&E presented its study as Ex. 46,. and alternative 
approaches to calculatinq avoided. O&M costs were presented by CCC, 
T.1l trapower, th.e Geothermal QFs ,. and DRA.. 

3.. Accordinq to- PG&E's recorded data,. the average cost of 
cons~les at tossil-fueled plants is 0.37 mills/kWh,. and the 
annual cost of consumables avoided because of the contribution of 
vari~ly priced QFs· can be calculated using the results of the QFs
in/QFs-out runs. Over three ~ears,. the O&M co~ts aGsociated with 
retired and cold standDy units decreased by a total of $.l,4 ,48-7 , 000, 
includinq reduced. costs ot consum~les.. Over five years,. the 
reduced O&M costs were $8,119,000 tor retired plants and $6,,.525-,000 
for standby units,. for a total of $l4,.644,.000.. 'these avoided O&M 
costs h.ave not ):)een included in PG&E's requested O&M expl3~s for 
the .test year. 

4. Many variably priced QFs receive capacity payments that 
include avo·ided fixed O&M costs associated with a eo~ustion 
turbine .. 

5-. 'the capacity associated with vari~ly priced QFs may 
allow PG&E to retire generatinq units. 

6-. Generation from variably priced QFs may avoid some O&M 

costs of operatinq and· cold stanQDY units. 
7. PG&E' s estimates ot vari~le O&M costs" as filed with the 

Energy commission in CFM-6· and CFM-7,. provide a reasonable 
estimate,. in light of the limited purpose and: record ot this. 
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proceeding, of each operational generating unit's marginal O&M 
costs. 
S:onclusiODS of lAw 

1. The basis for the O&M adder paid for energy generated by 
variably priced QFs should not include the fixed O&M costs that are 
included in the calculation of capacity payments. .. 

2. The avoided O&M adder paid to· variably priced QFs should 
conform to the prinCiple of ratepayer indifference we have 
previously embraced to develop appropriate prices and contracts for 
QFs. 

3. The O&M costs associated with operating units,. retired 
plants, and standby units should be considered in the calculation 
of the O&M adder. 

4. For purposes of PG&E's 1989 ECAC ease, it is reasona:ble 
to calculate ~he O&M adder as set forth in this. decision. 

S. For purposes of PG&E's 1990 ECAC ease, it is· reasonable 
to calculate the O&M adder under the 'casic methodology set forth in 
this decision, with only minor refinements. 

6. PG&E should investigate whether data on the marginal O&M 
costs associated with different levels· of generation for each of 
its· fossil-fueled units can be ~xtracted or developed from existing 
records·.. PG&E should present the results of its investigation, 
including any data PG&E is al:>le to develop·, with the application in 
its 1990 ECAC case. 

7.. Because the method adopted in this decision must be 
implemented in PG&E's 1989 ECAC proceeding, this decision should :be 
served on all parties to·A.S9-04-001 .. 

9.RDER 

Therefore,. IT' IS ORDER:ED that:: 
1. For the 1989 Ene~9Y Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) 

proceeding tor Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)" the 
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calculation of the operation and maintenance (OScM) adder paid to 
variably priced qualifying facilities (QPs) ,shall ~e as tollows: 

For each operating unit (including reserve 
units. not yet converted to cold stan~y 
status), the chanqe in qeneration between the 
QFs-in and QPs-out runs used to calculate the 
Incremental Energy Rate (IER) should be 
multiplied ~y the appropriate variable O«M 
tigure from PG&E's filings. in the Enerqy 
Commission's S·ixth. and seventh Common 
Forecasting Methodoloqy (CFM) proceeding to 
develop a total avoided O&M cost tor each unit. 
The avoided costs for all operating units 
should then be added together to arrive at the 
total OScM savings trom operating units. 

For cold stan~y units, the amount ot capacity 
needed to meet target reserve margins, based on 
the peak demand assumed tor the m04el runs, 
shall be compared with PG&E's resources without 
the capacity associated with variably priced 
QFs. The amount of added capacity needed to 
meet target reserve margins divided by the 
total capacity of co,ld standby units provides 
the ratio, (of no, mora than 1.0) that is 
multiplied by the five-year O&M savings 
associated with standby units, $6,52S,000, to 
arrive at the long-term O&M savings associated 
with standby units. 

~he amount of generation from any restarted 
standby units in the QFs-out run times the cost
o! c::onsuma.bles, O. :3 7 mills! kWh" is the short
term savinqs associated with standby units. 
~he sum of the short-term an4 lonq-term savinqs 
gives the estimated total avoided O&M costs tor 
cold standby units. 

For retire4 plants, it resources (including 
co14 standby units) without variably priced 
QFs' capacity are sufficient to meet target 
reserve margins, then no, savinCJs will De 
credited to QFs. If ad4ed capacity is needed 
to· meet target reserve marCJins, then the amount 
of needed, capacity should be compared to the 
capacity of the retired units (179 MW). The' 
ratio o!.needecl capacity to, total capacity ot 
the retired plants (,aqain limited to· 1.0) is 
multiplied 'by the recorded five-year savings 
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associated with the retired plants, $8.1 
million, to get the O&M savings for retired 
plants. 

After appropriate escalation to 1990 dollars 
and adjustment for associated savings in 
pensions and ~enefits, expense and payroll 
taxes, the savings from the three types of 
plants--cperational, stan~y, and retired-
should :be totaled.. The sum should :be divided . 
:by the ener~ forecasted to :be qenerated :by 
variably pr~ced QFs in the 1989 ECAC proceedinq 
to arrive at the amount of the adder. 

2. Sul:Iject to minor refinements, the basic methodolo9Y 
adopted in this proceedinq shall ~e used in calculatinq the ,O&M 
adder in PG&E's 1990 ECAC proceedinq. PG&E shall investiqate 
whether data on the marginal O&M costs associated with different 
levels of qeneration for each of its fossil-fueled units can be 
extracted or developed from existing records.. PG&E shall present 
the results of its investigation, includinq any data PG&E is able 
to· develop" with the application in its 1990 ECAC case .. 

3.. This decision shall be se~ed on all parties to 
Application 89-04-001 r PG&E's 1989 ECAC proceeding. 

This order is, effective today. 
Dated September, 27, 1989, at San Francisco,~ California .. 

- 4l -

G-. MITCHELL· WILl<. 
President 

STANLEY w. HO'tETT' 
JOHN B.. OlWlIAN, 
PATRICIA M .. ECKeRr 

Commissioners 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 1 

LIST OF APPtWW!£ES-

Applicant: Roger J. Peters, Ketmit R. KUbitz, ana Michelle L. 
wilson, Attorneys at Law, tor Pacific Gas and Electric Company. 

Interested. Parties: Lind.say, Hart,. Neil & Weiglcr, by Miclla~l P. 
Alcantar, Attorney at Law, for cogenerators ot Sou~horn 
California; Barkovich & Yap, by ~ara EV Battovi~ and 
Jackson, Tufts, Cole & Black, ~y will~am H. BQoth, At~orney at 
Law, tor California Large Energy Consumers Association; Morrison 
& Foerster, by Jerry $. Bloom, Attorney at Law, for California 
coqeneration Council; M~~~w V.~r~, Attorney at Law, for 
California Oepartment of General Servicesi'" pavid R-. BtancllcomP, 
for Henwooa Energy Services; W~lter cav~aro, for ~~chor Glass 
Container and Energy Systems Engineers, Inc.; lhomas P. Co::, 
Attorney at Law, for Independent Power corporation; Brobeck, 
Phlog-er & Harrison, by ~9Adon E. pa.v,is, At~orney at Law, for 
California Manufacturers Association; Phil ~i VitSilio, tor PSE, 
Inc.; Karen EdsQn, for I<KE & Associates; Jet! Fa~l:>ri.,. for Power 
Users Protection Council; pavjd ~. ~olle~~, for SOuthern 
California Gas Company; ~e~n Geringet and Karen Nor~no Mills, 
Attorneys at Law, for California Farm Bureau Fed.oration; Law 
Office ot Dian M-.. Crueneich, by D1M 11. Gt:Uen~iell and Barry H .. 
Epstein"Attorneys at taw,. tor California Department of General 
Services and California Institute of Energy EffiCiencyi'" ai~ale & 
Hamilton, by Biehard L. Hamilton ana Christian M. Keiner, 
Attorneys at LaW, for Western Mobilehome- Association; ~eye 
H~tti$, for Enron/Transwesto'rn Pipeline Company; Caryn Hough, 
Attorney at Law, for California Energy Commission; Jan Hamrin 
ana .zan Smutnv-JQ~s, Attorney at ~w, for Ind.epend.ent Energy 
Producers: Ro}:)erts And. Kerner, by pouglas K. K9:cle., Attorney at 
Law, for Santa Fe Geothermal, Ine .. , UNOCAL corporation, and. 
Freeport-MeMoRan Resource Partners; Linasay, Hart, Neil & 
Weiqler, by Payl J. Kaufman, Attorney at Law, for Kern River 
cogeneration Company; Alannab KiDSet, for the Office of the 
Public Acivisor; Richard. le .. Durant, Carol S'. Henningson, Jamli':';; ~ .. 
~!i:llr.:ex, Frank A. McNulty, ana Carol A. Schmid-Frazee, Attorneys 
at Law, and John Hughes, for Southern California Ed.ison Company; 
William G. E'l~kle:i, Attorney at Law, for California Travel 
ParXS Association; William Be MAxeusr torJBS, Ener9'Y, Inc .. ; 
Graham & James, by Martin A. M~t!i:Sf Attorney at· LaW,. tor 
Amerad.a Hess, Corporation; Mi.ehael McQueen, -for tTNOCAL;. Joseph G. 
Meyer, for Joseph Meyer Associates; W'2DD p. Quinley"for 
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Cogeneration Service Bureau: Kathi RobertsQn and Wayne Meeks, for 
Simpson Paper Company: pona1<LG. salow, tor Association ot 
California Water Agencies: Chester & Schmidt, by ReecL..V. Schmid.t, 
and Mccracken, Byers & Martin, :by DavidJ'. BYers, Attorney at Law, 
for California City-County Street Light Association: Ponal~w. 
ScKll.oenbeck, for Regulatory and Cogeneration Services; Thomas R. 
Shee;t~, Attorney at Law, and "thomas J. O'Rourke, for SOuthwest Gas 
corporation: Law Offices of Kathryn Dickson, :by Joel R. Singer, 
Attorney at Law, and. Sylvia M .. Siegel, for Toward. Utility Rate 
Normalization: Armour st_ John, wilcox, Goodin & Schlotz, :by Jamc§ 
Sq:ueri and John L .. Clark" Attorneys at Law, for California Building 
Induf;>try Association: Downey, Brand, Seymour & Rohwer, :by Oeborah 
K. Tellier and Philip A. Stohr, Attorneys at Law, for Industrial 
Users: NancY Thompson, for Barakat, Howard & Cham:b~rlin; ~ 
Yickland, Attorney at Law, for San Francisco Bay Area Rapi~ "transit 
District; Robert B. Weisenmil1er, for Morse, Richard. & Weiscnmiller 
& Associat'es, Inc.: Alvin Pa~, Attorney at Law,. and Bruce J-l 
William~f for San Diego Gas & Electric Company: Harry...,:K. Winters, 
for University of California: ~mes Adam~, for'Energy and Resource 
Advocates: William M. Bennett, for himself: MauricK¢ Brubaker, for 
Drazen-Bruba~er & Associates: Stephen F. piamODP." for Electrical 
Workers, Local 1245: HotmAn J, [UDl:t~, Attorney at Law, and S,haron 
K· Mats\U!lura, for Federal Executive Agencies: Donald H. M<l'lD2X:,
Attorney at Law, for Northern California Power Aqency; K~n Meyer, 
for Enerqy Consulting Group·: Roger ~Oyn:ts, for Utility Design, 
Inc.; Andx:ew Sa fit and Scott "tomashe~sky, for Recon Research 
corporation and Salmon Resources" Inc.: E. p. yrocez., tor california 
League ot Food Processors; Messrs. Brady & Berliner, :by lOhn W • 
.s1mis2n, Attorney at Law, for Canadian Producer Group: Btyan 
Gaynot, Attorney at Law, for Energy and Resource Ad.vocates: ~ 
Hayden Ames,. Attorney at Law, for Chickering & Gregory; ~ 
Hudnall,. Jonathan S·iegel, and Brian O'Arey,.. Attorneys- at Law, for 
Enqineers & Scientists of California, MEBA, AFLCIOr Jane Brunner 
and. T2m palzell, Attorneys at Law, for Local 1245 IBEW, Enqineers 
and Scientists of California, and Coalition of California,Utility 
Workers; Randolph L. Wu, Attorney at Law, and Phyllis Hucka:bee, for 
El Paso Natural Gas Company: and Chax:l~s E. Doering, for Salmon 
Resources, Inc .. 

Oivision of Ratepayer Advocates: Philip SC2t:t Weismehl, Albert2 
GuerrerQ, Irene Moosen, and J:udi Allen, Attorneys. at Law, aM 
pavid Fukutome and L12yd Rowe. 

(END OF APPENDXX A) 
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for the test year. If we asswne that the 
presence of. Qrs has enabled PC&E to, reduce 
O&M costs, ,then the trend in its O&M costs 
since QFs began supplying electricity to' the 
system should decline relative to historic 
trends. The GRC should examine the savin9. 
over one, three, and five years, should sort 
out the other influences that may account for 
part of the change in the trend, should', malte a 
finding ot the amount of variable andiavoided 
O&M eosts over one, three,. and. ti ve ;years,. and. 
should review the O&M tigures tor %he test year 
to ensure that none of the avoided. eosts are 
~c~~d. / 

wPG&E"s 1989 ECAC ease will a~opt an appropriate 
O&M adder. Tbe adder will be ~ased. on the 
intormation developed in ~ GRCand. may take 
into, account issues such as the appropriate 
time frame to be considered. in establishing 
avoided O&M payments." / 

Thus, the initial pU?p0se ot this decision is to adopt a 
method of calculating the adder that can be incorporated. in our 
decision in PG&E's 1989 ECAo/ease (Application (A .. ) 89-04-001). A 
further goal is to settle on a method for determining the adder 
that can be regularly use" without much 'controversy, in subsequent 
ECAC cases. / 

PG&E presented its. report as Ex., 46,. This issue was 
I 

addressed by witnesses for PG&E; the california Cogeneration 
I 

council (CCC); Oltrapower, Ineorporated and the ,Independent Ener~i 
Pr<X1ucers Assocj,ati~n (IEP) ~ and. tl'nocal Corporation,. S~mta Fe 
Geothermal, Inc., land Freeport-Mc:MoRan Resource Partners 
(Geothermal QFs.)/in hearinqs beld on May 15- and 17 ~ 1$t$9.. Because 
of a need to adopt a method tor ealculatinq the O~ pa~~ent in time 
for specific rtgures to be introduced into avi<1ence in PG&E's 1989 
ECAC case" this. issue was separated trom· the other issue.. in the 

/ '. 
qeneral ra't;6 ease .. " PG&E" CCC, ,IEP, the GeothermAl QF~, and the 
commissi0o/s, Division ot Ratepayer Advocate!" ,(DRA) filed openinq , 
briefs,on'July 7 and reply briefs on July' 19'~ 
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IX. PosWsm. Of tbe PIIrtieJt / 

Generally speakinq, the line in this di~te was drawn 
between PG&E,. on the one hand, ana representatives of the QFs,. on 

I the other, with ORA tallinq somewhere between these parties.. We 
will tollow this division in presentinq the p/rties' positions. 

A. ~ I 
1. Recouended Jlethqd 

PG&E believes that the method chosen tor ealculatinq 
avoided ?&M costs must comply with ~'s requirement that 
payments to QFs must be just and reasonable to- ratepayers; payments 

I 
to QFs should not exceed the aetual,O&M costa avoided bYPG&E~ 

In addition, PG&E thinks/lt necessary to recognize the 
two separate components ot avoided O&M costs: fixed costs 

I 
associated with capacity and va:i&ble costs. The tormer is already 
included in capacity payments -io QFs, PG&E says, and only the 

/ 
latter costs should be paid on the basis ot the quantity ot 

I 
kilowatt-hours (kWh) qenerated by variably priced QFs. 

! 
PG&E's recommended method has several steps. First,- PG&E 

calcula~es the amount ot ~nqer-term' recorded O&M savinqs. In this 
ease, PG&E used recorded/~ccountinq data trom 1984 throuqh 19Sa to 
develop the amount ot lonqer-term savinqs. Next, these lonqer-term 

I . 
savinqs are allocated between variably priced QFs and other new 

i 

qeneratinq resources /that have begun operation sinee 1984, such as 
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant, several g8otl:-.e:r'.IIULl units-, 

( , 

some small hydroelectric projects, and ti¥e4-price QFs (Ex. 46, p. 
I 

C-l). PG&E allocates the longer-term savinqs in proportion to the 
I 

generation each qroupprovided to' PG&E's system, from· 1984 through 
I 

1988. PG&E determined- that the share of these longer-term avoided 
f 

costs attr.ibutable,.to', generation by variably priced Qp's is 23%. ,-' The next step;considers the forecast of the cost of "'consumables*--
itemssudh as/lubricants and water treatmentchemieals--that are 
directly retc~:' When sh~rt-term. qeneration 4ecrea..... PG&E uses 

4 -
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one year ot data and estimates that the cost of consumables . / 
averages 0.37 mills/kWh.. T.1s:a.nq its produetion,;simulation model, 
PG&E then calculates the extent to which qeneration ~y variably 
priced QFs allows PG&E to back down conventional steam, units. In 

I 
the 1988 ECAC case, this percentage was ~. 3% • The cost of 
consumAbles is multiplied ~y this percer.{tage and further multiplied. 

I 

by the 'energy delivered to· PG&E by variably priced QFs,. which PG&E 
estimates to· be 6·,992 qigawatt-hoursl'CqWh). 'rhe resulting product 
is added to the variably priced QF.(, share of the longer-term 
savings.. Finally, the sum of tbel'longer-te:z:m avoided. costs and th~ 
avoided consumables,. with the adjustments mentioned,. are divided by 

/ the forecasted energy deliveries by QFs. 
USinq recent tigur's, PG&E calculates the appropriate O&M 

adder to be 0.4 millS/kWh: ;fHowever, PG&E acknowledges that its 
calculation should be rev~ed in the 1989 ECAC case to reflect a 

/ 
more recent forecast of/qeneration ~y variably priced QFs and the 
percent ot that generat'ion that is made up by conventional steam 

/ 
units in computer runs that simUlate the operation ot PG&E's system 

I 
in the absence of variably priced QFs (QFs-out runs). 

PG&E ar~s that its est~te is fair to ratepayers 
because O&K savings from reduced operations at its conventional 
generatinq unitSv/have already been reflected in the level ot 

I 
expenses it seeks to, recover in this case. 'rhese .avinqs result 

,I 
trom placing units on cold stanClby statust- the retirements ot the 

I 
Avon, Martinez, ana Oleum plants, its voluntary employee retirement 

I 

proqram, and other improvements in pro<1uctivity. '!'hese reductions. 
are either(alreaay retlected in recorded data or are incorporated 
in PG&E'siestimates tor the 1990 test year, accorc1inq to PG&E~ 

/ Al though some ot these savinqs should be transterred to 
QFs, prj&E arques, the savings trom· the retirements. of the Avon, 

/ . . 
Martinez.,. and Oleum.· plants shoularemain with ratepayers.. These / . .. 
plants. operated beyon<1 theirusetul liv •• , .M<1' PG&E retired them· 
foi economic' and, safety reasons ... The ava!1~i11~Y ot qen.ration 
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from QFs had no, influence on the decision to, take these plants out 
of service, according to- PG&E.. / 

PG&E also pOints out that the deliveries from~s cause 
PG&E's steam'generation units to· go through more cy.clesfof 

/ 
increased and decreased output. It is establishedtbroughout the 
electric industry that such cycling acceleratesthelaginq of these 
units. Thus, PC&E argues, QFS may cause some 7/costs to increase 
even it generation is reduced'. 

PG&E concludes that its method o~ calculating avoided O&M 
costs is logical and consistent with PORPA,~~d,that its estimate 
ot 0.4 mills/kWh is reasonable. I' 

2. other Part;ies' crtticigs of PG§I'. JIethod. 
a. ~ /1 

CCC has two major criticisms ot PG&E's method. 
/ 

First r CCc ~elieves that PG&E ignores the tact that its 
I 

new generating resources have allowed PG&E to· tmprove the 
I 

reliability of its system and to/meet load qrowth. TestiDony in 
this case, demonstrated that th~re11ability of PG&E's system was 
unsatisfactory in the early 1980S ~ut is now considered acceptable, 

I 
according to· CCC. In addition, total area load, has,increased ~y 

I 
nearly 16,700 9Wh since 198.2, and PG&E"s other new resources were 

I 
needed to meet this increa'sed loacl. 

I 
The etfect,of PG&E's ignoring the need for its new 

resources, CCC argues" is to expand qreatly the pool of resources 
/ 

that are considered marginal. This" in turn,. allows PG&E to claim 
I 

that all the O&M savings from its retirements and conversions to 
I .. 

standby status should ~e attri~uted to· its new generating 
I 

resources. / 
/ 

CCC ~elieves that this assertion contradicts the facts., 
I 

Xt these new resources were needed to, meet load, then they cannot 
I 

~e- considered :marginal.' units anel"'given credit for sav:tng O&M costs 
by allowing 0141 units to be retir.c1~ placed on staric.1by" or 
/,' ' .' . 

curta11e4. 70rdin9.to CCC, the ev1dence in· .th1. proc .. dinq .bows 

~ - 6 -
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that QFs are the marginal generating resources that permi 
" reductions in generation. by older, inetticient units. PG&E's 

i 

approach denies these QFs credit tor the ~ull extent of the O&M 
costs that they permit PG&E to· avoid. ;I' 

CCC's second criticism· is that PG&E's approach is , 
difficult to· implement and verify. Tbe method appears to require a 
determination ot which resources are respons~ for avoiding which 
costs, but PG&E has not suggested a way to-~e .that determination. 
In addition, CCC argues that this method' WJll require the 
Commission's continuinq· monitorinq ot PG&E's decisions to· reduce 
generation at its older units. ~ 

I 
'I'hird, CCC points out that PG&E has miscalculated the 

- I 

adder under its own method. As noted previously, ccc disaqrees 
with PG&E's contention that the reJirements ot the Avon, Martinez, ,~: , 

and Oleum plants were not attributable t~ generation trom variably 
priced QFs. Similarly, CCC faults PG&E for qiving QFs n~ credit 

• 
for allowinq Moss Landing Oni~ 4 and ~ to be placed on standby 
status or permittinq reducediservice hours at PG&E's Contra Costa 4 

• 

, 
and S'units. In addition'/ccc notes,_ the percentage that PG&E 
applied to the cost ot c~sumables to- develop its short-term 
avoided O&Mcost was taken from its witness' testimony in the 1988 
ECAC proceeding, not flom. the commission's decision in that case. 

. I 
The correct percenta~ is 58.2%, rather than 49-.3% used. by PG&E. 

cce calcu~ted avoid.ed O&M costs Using' PG&E's method, but 
making the corr.ettons it advocated. Tbe result was' an' om adder 
ot 2.3 mills/kWon.J' 

». lR / 
IEP a1.so- criticizes PG&E's method. 
IEP~irst notes that PG&E's method, based on bistorical 

data, is inaclequate tor the purposes of this proceeding'.. Reliance 
on historic'l costs; in these circumstances. is incorreet,. IEP 
argu •• , be au •• ' tr.nds. ~a.ed on thoa. coat. will prediet incurred 
costs, avoided· coata.. Cost., that are avoided'.are not reflected 

- 7 -
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in recorded data, so historical figures will always unze~ iue 
avoided O&M costs. 

lEP also ~elieves that the lack of patterns PG&E's 
recorded data supports its views on the inadequacy 0 historical 
figures. PG&E's own testimony (Ex. 46, App'. S) ha'/consumablelJ, 
its recommended measure of short-term, O&X costs,. )~aryinq in all 
possi~le manners with marqinal qeneration.. Thus-, IEP- argues, 
PG&E"s funduental assumption, that consumab;.'s are an appropriate 
measure ot sbort-term· avoided O&K costs,zs isapproved DY its own 
data. 

PORPA and this Commission's de isions require utilities 
.I to pay OFs the full costs the utility ~voids ~ecause of the QFs' 

production, accordinq to· ::rEP. ::rEP beneves that PG&E's approach 
. th' / i v10lates 1S standard. In recent ~ars, qenerat on trom OFa bas 

allowed PG&E to avoid O&M costs by;fretirinq some plants and placinq 
other units on stanClby, IEI> argues. Rather than credi tinq QFs with 

I those savinqs, PG&E allocates these O&M savinqs between QF. and 
other new sources of qeneratior.t. But PG&E"s method contains a 

I 
fundamental inconsistency, lEP' contends. In deciding whether or 

{ 

not to remove units from serVice temporarily or permanently, PG&E 
looks to· its" forecasted.cap'city requirements. But its proposed 
allocation of reduced o~;'costs is ~ased on the energy produced ~y 
the' various units, rather than their capacity. 

l 
lEI> thinks the most compellinq·arqument aqainst PG&E's , 

method was PG&E's witness' testimony about how the method would be 
applied over the next/few years. Even if current conditions . " 
remained the same, O&K payments to· OFs would decline over time,. 

I 
~eeause of the three- and five-year time frames assumed in PG&E's , 
approach. IEP finds· it even more stranqe that if conditions on 

I 

PG&E's system reqUired stanClby units to- return to. service,. the O&K 
. _ .. _. , ." , 

adder could Dec~me a neqative number, "with the'result that payments 
to QF.would decline at the . same' time 'that the: energy and capacity 

.. I . . 
tbatthey supply ~ecam.more valuable. 

. "/ . ' 

J 

,I 

.I 

/ 
- 8 -
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For all these reasons, IE? urqes the rejection of ~ 
method. / 

c.. Geothel:Ml Ol'Jt 

Li~e other representatives ot QFs,. the Geothermal QF& 
I 

~elieve that QFs should be credited with the full amount of the O&K 
, / 

savings trom, the retirements of the Avon, Martinez, anc1 Oleum 
plants. The Geothermal QFs arque that PG&E coulc1 ~thave retired 

I these units in the absence of QFs' contribution to meetinq load and 
improving reliability. . ~ 

The Geothermal QFs also point out that PG&E's calculation 
of avoided O&M costs is inconsistent with o~r estimates of O&M 
costs that it is required to file in Othe~equ1atOry proceedings, 
such, as the california Energy Commissi~~ l' Seventh Common 
Forecastinq Methodology (CFM-7) procee¥ng .. 

The GeotheX'lllal QFs argue that PG&E also errs in 
allocating O&M savings between QFs ~ other new resources. 
The Commission has determined thatL~ariablY priced QFs· should De 
treated. as the marginal resource'/the Geothermal' QFs state. As 

PG&E's system· efficiency improves, for exalllple, payments. to .. QFs 
~ased on the marginal efficiencY of generation decline. Consistent 

I 
and fair treatment requires that QFs also· get the credit for 

/ 
increased O&M savings that accrue as less efficient units are 
retired or used less. ~ 

Finally, the Geothermal QFs note, as did CCC,. that PG&E's 
. / 

calculations ot the costs ot consumable. was based. on an incorrect 
figure for the extent~.which conventional steam: units were backed 

I . 
down in the modelinq runs in the 1988 ECAC proceedinq.. PQ&E used. 

. I 

49.3% in its calculation; the decision in that ease was. based on 
58.2%. I 

4 .. m. / 
DRA does not engage in much direct criticism of PG&E's 

method. ORA aq/ees with PG&E's sinC]le-year. appro~eh to short-term 
. I . ". . 

avoided O&M costs, but. DRA thinks PG&E has included these costs 

- 9 -
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twice in its calculation. PG&E bas developed estimates ot av~ided 
/ 

O&M costs tor three and five years, but these estimates already 
, / 

include the one-year cost of consumables~ DRA sees this;as a flaw 
in PG&E". method. DRA finds PG&E'. concern about the a1location ot 

/. O&Ksavinqs to energy or capacity payments to· be someWhat 
overblown, since the distinction is arbitrary';' FO~DRA, a. lIore 
important concern is that none ot these saV/inq~ ale lost in the 
allocation. 
B. gn 

1. Bec:qgended. Methods 

a. ~ . / 
CCC's proposed method tor ealenlatinq the avoided O«M 

/ 
pay.ments is based on a five-year average ot PG&E,'. total O&M costs 
tor its operatinq 011- and qas-tuele~qeneratinq units, calculated 
in mills/kWh. This averaqe would bl prorated to, reflect the extent 

i . . I' i to wh ch qenerat10n trom QFs d1sp~aces qenerat on trom PG&E's oil-
and qas-tueled units. L 

This displacement pe centaqe would be calculated throuqh 
I 

use ot the QFs-in/QFs-out mo~el runs that are currently used in 
/ 

ECAC proceedinqs 'to- calculate PG&E' 5 XER. ('rbe XD is calculated 
/ 

by performinq two model ~s--one based on all resources torecasted 
to be 'available to PG&E ~QFs-in) and one that simulates the 
operation of PG&E's system· without anyenerqy from variably priced 
QFs (QFs-out). (See 0-48-03-079.) 

L 
This meth0o/has the advantaqe o't bfainq easy to .ilnplement 

and verify, accor4ing to CCC. In ad41tion, it takes into, account 
I 

the effect of new ,esources on reliability and. load qrowth. ccc 
criticizes PG&E'~;approach tor assuminq that new resources made no 
contribution to, i'll1provinq system reliability and meetinq" incre.ased 

/ load. It is clear to CCC that these new resources were ,nearly 
.ntirel~ needed to me.t,_load growth and improve relia))ility. QFs 

I' '", , .' , ' 
lower O&M'costs, by permittinq'PG&E tOo-retire oldqeneratinq units 
an4' to, Plaei0ther units on standby,' an4- ~E'8' approach' unfairly 

/ 
~ - 10 -
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underestimates this contribution.. CCC ~elieves that it method 
overcomes these deficiencies in PG&E". approach.'.', / 

CCC also requests that the commission aC~led9.that 
almost all of a unit's O&M costs can ~ avoide7w In a unit is 
retired or placed on, standby status .. 

J>. lR' 
lEP' presented several alternative methods in addition to 

its preferred approach., ;I 
IEP' first otters a calculation based on corrections and 

improvements to' PG&E's method.. ~ 
Like PG&E, lEP cites the pro sions ot PORPA and defines 

avoidable O&M cost as the expense tha PG&E would incur but for the 
generation ot variably priced QFs. jI.EP finds it useful to· break . 
down total O&M costs into· short-term and long-term costs. Short
term O&M costs are those that are/avoided When purchases from QFs 
allow reduced operation of PG&E/~ generation units. For purposes 
ot this issue,. XEP' views long~e:rm, O&H costs as the costs that are 
avoided when generation from~Fs allows PG&E to take generation 
units out ot service temporarily or permanently. 

In IEP's schem~,/avoided short-term om costs include the 
consumables identitied by!PG&E. However,. lEP notes that other 
costs are also avoided in the short term. For example, operating 
units in a single or ;Jo-Shift mode, rather than ~ound the clock, 
or lengthening the time between required major maintenance,. also 
reduces O&M costs in/the short term. IEP suggests that estimates 

/ 
ot short-term avoided O&M costs may be derived by applying the 

I • 

technique usee! in/IPG&E.'S 1988 ECAC case for calculating avoided O&M 

costs .. The necessary underlying data could be taken,tromvarious 
I regulatory tilings PG&E is required to' make or from research 

sponsore4 ~y ~e Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)_ 
.. In/ihe long term" IEP believes PG&E can avoid O&M costs 

by .removinq l'CZii tIJ.. from· serviee - IEP" develops' three·, eateg~ries of 
these removals .. 
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~he shortest-term removals trom service are class~ied as 
/ 

reserve outaqes. Units on reserve status are not operating and do 
r 

not require a tull operatinq crew, accordinq to IEP.. / 
When a unit is. placed in stan4by reserve status,. it is 

I 
removed trom service for a longer term but not permanently sbut 
down. Such units' requ1re at least two months to· 'be'returned toI . 
service~ and more labor'and operatinqcosts. are avoided than tor 
reserve outaqes.. 1/ 

'l'he lonqest term. removal trom service is, ot course, 
~ . 

retirement~ Signiticant O~ costs can be avoidedwben plants are 
retired, according to IEP. ;/ , 

IEP argues that when qeneration' from QFs allows plants to , 
be place in reserve outaqe, PG&E saves/labor coats (because fewer 
operatinq personnel are required) an~maintenanc. costs (because 
the period between scbeduled maintenance can be extended) • 

.i 
However, XEPwas unable to- obtain enough information to permit it 
to quantify these savinqs. . / 

/ . Wben units are retire~'or placed on stan4by reserve, ~t 
/ 

is easier to quantify the avoid~d O~. PG&E has estimated that it 
( 

has saved $14.6 million in O&M expense in the past five years 
" because of such removals trom service. IEP appears to· accept this 

tiqure ~ l:Iut arques that QFo/'snoulcl be credited with· allot these 
savin~s, because PG&E cOU;4 not have removed these units trom 
service without the capacity provided by variably priced QFs. 

,,' 
'l'he result o!,;IEP's method is an avoided O&K pay:ment ot .. about 4 mills/kWh. l 

i 
However" IE~' l:Ielieves that this method-,. like any method. 

that relies on historiical data, bas many shortcominqs.. IEP's 
primary recommendat~On, there tore , is that the Commission adopt a 

/ . 
proxy to estilllate ~void.d. O&H costs. When the Commission bas taced 
similartheoretica1 _ problems. in detizi1nq other types ot avoided . ' 

coats,. it Mstound it',useful to rely on· a'proxy-to- estimate ':1,111 
avoided cost.. .I 

,'/ 
I 

/ 

.. : 
/ 

/ 
.' 

I 

( . . 
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/ 

/ 
IEP otters several possil:>le proxies, but it believes that 

" a gas-fired combined cycle generating plant is the mos~ appropriate 
/ proxy tor these purposes~ because its operating characteristics are 

J 

close to those ot variably priced QFs. IEP'a method. for making use 
.1 

of this proxy is to· run a simulation ot PGttE'. system sul:)stitutinq 
the proxy plants for variably priced QFs. usi~g this method, IE? 
calculated. an avoided O&K cost ot 3.69 mills/XWh. 

c. Gc9tlltzraa1 0Fs 
/ 

Determining a tinal method tor calculating avoided O~ 
I 

costs is a matter that should. be resolved,. like other qeneral 
issues, in the proceedings that have historically taken on such 
issues, such' as the Biennial Resource; 'Plan O'p<1ate proceeding, , , 

according to the Ceother.mal QFs. ~;l that the Commis8ion should 
attempt to· do at this time is to adopt an interim·OttKac1der, for 

.( 

use until a more permanent methodlhas been determined~ 
The recommended inter~~ figure advocated by the 

Geothermal QFs has two' components. 
':rhe first component,,' is basecl on the recorded data tor the 

past three years and credits/variably priced QFs with tho O&M cost 
reductions tor both standby! and retired~ units in those years.. The 
second component is designed to account tor the avoided cost ot 
consumables and is derive~ tromthe percent ot generation by 

{ 

variably priced QFs rep~aced by oil- or qas-tueledgeneration in 
the QFs-out run. 
avoidedO&M cost. 

The sum· ot the two· components i$ the total ,. 

The Geothermal QFs have calculated this total to De 2'.55-
mills/kw.n, but the current percentaq. applied to the cost of 

cOnB\llIW:)les'included in the 'total would, ba calculated, in PG&E's 
1989'ECAC caser 
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2. other PArties' criticins ot theOls' Jlethods/ 
PG&E' finds several flaws in the meth04s proposedlby 

representatives of QFs. _~ 
/ First, PG&E believes that the proposals violate the 

./ 
provisions of PORPA. PG&E believes that the propos~s would 
require ratepayers to make payments to- QFs that exc •• dactual 

f 
avoided O&M costs or that are not reasonably related to savings 

'" caused- by generation by (2Fs. This result,., according to PG&E, is 
contrary to PORPA's assumption that ratepayer' should ~ 
indifferent about whether electricity i~ qen~rated by QFs or the 

I-
utility. Thus, if other resources or factors, rather than 

~ 
generation :by QFs" are reasonable for sayinqs,. then thoM savinqs 

" should either :be allocat~Cl to those other sources or retained/for " . 
the benefit of ratepayers,., PG&E conc~udes. 

Second,. PG&E thinks that ~ny of the QFs contuse total 
.' 

O&M costs and avoided O&M costa. "This is particularly evident in 
some of the references to PG&E's/t':l.linqa in a'M-7" states PG&E .. 
The O&M adder should be based only on avoiCled O&K costs-, and-net on 

I' 
total costs .. 

Third, many of th~/proposals rest on erroneous 
reliability studies and co~fuse energy and capacity payments, PG&E 
arques.. Many QFs already/receive compensation tor their 
contributions to reliabi.I'ity in the toa of capacity payments. 
PG&E :believes that those QFs who· contribute to· the reliability of .. 
PG&E's system through"their contractual commitments to- supply ti%'2!1 
capacity are already,:compensated, tor that contribution in the 
capacity payments they receive from PG&E·.. PG&E contends that the 
contusion :between fixed O&M expenses,. which it avoided should ~e 
retlected in'capacity payment5-,. anclvariable avoicled, OGcM payments, 
the sU))ject of this. proceec:Unq" could. lead. to· excessive payments to 

,; . 
QFs,. at the expense ofratepay.r~~ . .•. '. ' 

PG&E/also'ha •• pecitie criticisms otthe other·parties' 
,I 

posi tion&.. i ' 
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/" 
/' 

CCC's proposed method tails to link reduced generati,o'n 
and reduced costs~ according to· PG&E~' CCC attempts to· make~Ch a 
link by reterences to retired planta~ which lO9ically cannot be 

used to represent the reductions in generation in operA71-~g plants 
due to variably priced QFs, PG&E argues., I' 

CCC also neglects. the distinction between energy- and 
.,/ 

capacity-related O&M costs~ and recommends allocat~ng all avoided 
O&M costs on the basis ot enerqy, in violation otl'PORPA. PG&E 
believes that tailure to take into account the ~M component ot 
capacity payments made to QFs who· also SUPPly/~ariablY priced 
energy will lead to· untair and unlawful ove~ayments to these QFs. 

CCC's modeling runs in support ot'its recommendation, . " 
PG&E further argues, similarly confuse the nature ot enerqy and 

" capacity and iqnore the contractual obl±'"qation ot many QFs to 
provide capacity to support the syst~s reliability. 

i/ 
Two ot the approaches suggested by lEP contain the same 

'i' flaws as CCC's recommendations, PG&E states. Xts favored proxy 
approach is so' radically differentlfrom, any previous attempts at 

II 
establishinq avoided O&M costs th4t PG&E thinks it should be 

;; 
referred to· one of the more general proceedings on QFs. PG&E 

" argues that the proxy proposa~{ is inconsistent with the reasons the 
Commission directed this issue to be studied in the general rate 
case.. PG&E also criticizes/the proxy for failing to: take into 

~ , 

account the tixed O~ component that QFs are already compensated 
i , 

for through capacity payments. PG&E's rough calculation indicates 
that lEP'a figure should/be reduced by about 9% to· reflect fixed 

;' O&M costs. " 
, ./ 

PG&E also criticizes the Geothermal QFs' proposal for 
/' 

allocating all O&K s.avings to' variably pricedQFs. PG&E points out 
that the Geothermal/QFs' own witness acmowledqed the. difficulty of 

. ~ 

deleqating the fun,ction of meeting load· qroWth to. one resource 
. &' . 

while credi tinq a:tandby and retirement· savinqs to other resources ,. 
If ", . , '. 

f 
/ • 1 

l 
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but PG&E believes that that is exactly the sort ot d,-i"tterentiation 
that the Geothermal QFa' method requires.. I 

Although ORA states its general supportltor CCC's method, 
I it notes that the recommendations ot the representatives ot QFB 

overstate avoided O«M costs by creditinq all ~M savinqs from 
-r 

standby and retired: plants to QFs.. In addit1on, CCC's model runs 

resulted in excessive reliability tarqets~and ORA believes that 
CCC's method needs adjustment to~ overcoma' this problem.. 'l'he model 

/ 
should commit only enouqh retired and cold standby units to meet 
predetermined reliability tarqets,. acc'ordinq to· DRA. 

IEP does not criticize the" Geothermal QFa' metho<1,. :but it 
I opposes the sugqestion that the i.aue ot how to- calculate avoided r I 

O&M costs should be transferred to the Biennial Resource"'Plan 
Opdateproeeedinq. 
c. lmA· / 

1. ~OJIUJ)ded Jlethqs1- I 

. , 

ORA believes that/a method tor caleulatinq avoidod O&M 
I 

costs should take into ac;ount the balance between loads and 
resources, load qrowth, and reliability without becominq 

I 
unnecessarily complex. ~RA recommends that production simulation 
mod.els be used to·4eteimine lonq- and short-term·O&K costs. 

ORA general;iy supports CCC's recommended method. But DRA 
thinks that CCC and Ithe Geothermal ora have overstated avoided O&M 
costs:by creditinq~ll ot the costs associated with retired and 
standby units to the qeneration provided:by variably priced QFs~ 

I . 
CCC's method sho~d be refined by allowinq the ~odel to determine 
which standby or/retired units would ~e committed in the absence of 
variably pricedlQFs. ccc tends to provide excessive reliability; 
DRA aecordinq1f recommends that the spinninq reserve criteria used 
in the model runs should be the basis for the appropriate level ot 
relial:>ility in .ealeulatinq the avoided O&M costs. 

Fdr exist1r1g units, .. ORA qenerally aCJr •• s with PG&lVs 

approach of caleula~in9 the cost ~ cOIISWi\llbles tor one year. But 

I . 

/ - 16 -
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ORA believes that PG&E counts some costs twice since/the cost ot 
consumables is'~lready included in the three- an4 ~ve-year data 
underlying PG&E's calculations. ~ 

ORA would overcome these problems by/usinq the cost ot 
one-year's worth ot consumables as a measure;ot short-run avoided 
O&M costs tor existing, plants. The ditter~ce in generation tor 
existing units between the QFs-in and QF~-out runs would be 
multiplied by the average cost of consumables to-develop the short
run tiqure. The long-run costs ot avoided O&K tor retired and 
standby units would be derived by murtiplying the change in kWh 
between the OFs-in and'OFa-out run~for these units by the three
to- five-year average value of avoid.ad. O&M costa, ad.justad. to 
current year dollars. Tbe sum of these two- components would be 

I 

divided by variably priced QF&' total qeneration to, develop the 
final avoiCleCl O&M tigure.. / 

J 

All units placed/on standby or retired in the last three 
to five years woulCl be included in the resources· available for 

/ -

commitment in the ors-out run under ORA' a proposal.. ORA· aqrees 
" with some ot the other/parties that these units could not have been 

taken out ot service unless new generation allowed minimum 
I 

reliability require~ents to be met. 
DRA pro~ses to allocate the short-term..O&M saving'S, 

resulting from thedifterences in generation between the QFs-in and 
QFs-out runs" tO/~nerqy payments and the ~on9-term savings trom 
retirements or cold standby units to capacity payments. 

,I 
DRk .also notes PC&E's concerns about increases in 

I 

maintenance costs that may result fro~ increasedcyclinq of 
/ 

conventional; steam units because of the availability of g'eneration 
( . 

from ora.. ,DRA. agrees that these increased costs should.' be included 
, / 

in'a theoretically correct calculation of ·avoided: 0&1( coat .. ,. but 
I . , 

does notir~commeJld' this. adjustment' now.~caus •... ~t a,. lack of 
reliable'· data., . . 

j . 

/ 
. / - 17 -
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2. Other PArties' crit1pigs of QBA's Method· 
PG&E And CCC join in statinq that DRA's p posal violates 

due process. ORA did not articulate its proposal~til its openinq 
brief, and no witnesses testified in support of /he proposal. No 
other party has bad an opportunity to cross-ex.ine DRA on the 
det4ils of its proposal. / 

cee also obj ects .to DRA.' s method oh lIubstanti ve grounds" 
I 

CCC thinks that the proposal is undeveloped and several of its 
element~ are uncl-ear, such as how DRA. pr40ses to calculate 10n9'

I 
term O&M savings and how such savings would :be determined in a 

I future period when no, retirements have occurred. 
I 

PG&E argues that ,?RA. errs;n a~cusinq it of including the 
one-year avoided cost of consumables tn-1ts calculation ot long
term savings; short-term· costs hat"e been excluded from·PG&E's long--
term estimates.. /. 

PG&E finds DRA's ap~oaCh illoqical~. because of its use 
of the change in kWhs generated by standby and retired. units 
in the QFs-in and.QFs-out rubs. This Change 1. m.inimal,. beC4Use 

retired units are not rest/rted. in the Qrs-out:run and the use of 
standby units is limited n a way that does not reflect their long
term· benefits. 

III. pisgpp.igo 

Although the parties have obviously put great thought and 
effort' into thei; ~re8entations on this. issue~ we cannot endorse 
any party's recomm!endation Wholeheartedly. Each proposed. method 
has shortcominqs lor inconsistencies. We will discuss some of our 
qeneral conee~betore we Qescri~e the. method we adopt in this 
case. 
A. 

The partie .. : have occasio~lly ~lurr.c1 an important 
distinction between tixed. O&H costs and variable' O&K costs.. :Fixed. 
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O&M costs are usually included in the cost of addinq.ne generation 
capacity, and capacity payments to· QFs include the .stimated 'fixed 
O~ costs of a combustion turbine,. the current proxyiuaed to 4erive 
av01c1eCl capacity costs.. For example,. PG&E and D~ recommend' that 
firm capacity payments in the test year of 1990jShould be based on 
a combustion turbine costs of $5S.77/kW-yr, in~luding a fixed O&M 
cost of $3.6,3/kW-yr and associated administrafive and general (A&G) 

overhead of $1.32IkW-yr (EX. 113-2-A).. / 
The esttmate of avoided fixed O&M costs incorporated in 

the capacity payment is already paid to;QFs Who· commit to supply 
tirm capacity under 502 and 504 and trlmany QFs with nonstandard 

/ . 
contracts modeled after these standa:d otfers.. Even QFs Who, cannot 
guarantee to supply capaci~y and w~ sell PG&E energy on an as
available basis under so~ receive!payments that include a capacity 
component to· reflect the <1i varsity of generation from, these 
sources. Some contracts, sucr as S02 contracts,. tor QFs supplyinq 
firm-capacity also, provide bonus capacity payments for exceeding a 
specified capacity factor. ~ 

The issue in th~ ease is how to quantity the YAriaRl~ 
I 

O&M costs that are avoided beCAuse of the enerqy supplied by 
I 

variably priced QFs.. ~ost of these variably priced QFs also supply 
and are paid tor capacity they provide under 502, certain options 

I. i of S04, and SOl.. They are dl.fterentiated from f xed priced QFs not 
I so· much by the capacity payments they receive as the way in Which 

energy payments aria calculated, under their contracts. For the .. 
reasona, any medod that does not separate out tbetixed"O&M 
avoided cost trdm total O&K costs will have the potential tor 

I 
payinq the ti~ed O&M costs twice. 
B. Betired llMts 

J 
D~ermininq the proper role for retired plants in 

ealculating~ the O&K adder is complicated by several circ:umstances. 
'I'he three "Plants PG&E recently' retired--Avon', Martinez,. and' Oleum-
were not ypical plants... '!'hey were operated in conjunction· ,with 
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adjacent refineries that purchased steam-and e1ectrici;y from PC'E. 
The plants were near the end of their expeeted usetuljlives when 
they were retired, and PG&E claims that economic ana'safety reasons , . 
dominated the decision to· retire the plants. In addition, the 

I 
contraets with the refineries were terminatedr ~ieb made continued 
operation of the plants. impractical, accordin~o. PG&E:~ 

These tacts appear to- isolate the decision to-retire the 
I plants from any influence of the energy contribution of variably 

priced QFs. But other testtmony forces. us7to. consider the role of 
variably priced QFs' power. For example!, it wa~ sU9gested that the 

, I 
decision to· term~nate the refinery contracts was a consequence of, 

I 

and not a contributinq reason in, PG&E's decision to· retire the 
I I 

plants. (Tr .. 4'l:·4506~4'.5.09". XEP also presented testimony that 
. I 

PG&E's reserve margin would fall below target levels it QFs were 
,I 

not present to fill in tor retired and stand:by plants. 
This issue is further;fcomPlicated by the historical tact 

that PG&E added considerable new generation near the time ot the 
I 

retirements,. while substantial load qrowth was also occurring. 
; 

PG&E MoS claimed /that QFs had no- influence on the 
decision to retire the plants, but· if pressed into· its alternative 
position, PG&E is willing(to allocate r on the basis of historical 

J' energy production, the O&M savinqs from· the retirements between , 
variably priced QF. and it. other new qeneration. The 

I 
representatives of the QFs assert that PC&E would· have been unable 
to- retire the Plants/without the contribution of QFsr and therefore 
the variably pricediQFs should receive the full credit tor the 

. f 

reduced O&K costs/resulting from· the retirements. 
The decision to- retire an existinq qeneratinq unit should 

be made primariJk on the basis of economies. As a plant 'reaches 
J 

the end of its jlseful life,. the efficiency of convertinq fuel to 
electricity declines and the cost ot maintenance inereaHs. At . 

r aome pointr"the cost of.replacinq the plant become. 1e •• than 
" I . ' 

continuinq to· retain the plant in operation., . As that point / .. 

I - 20 -
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PG&E has claimed that QFs had no influence on the 
decision to retire the plants, but if pressed into its alternative 
position, PG&E is willing to allocate, on the basis of historical 
enerqy production, the O&M savings tromthe retirements between 
variably priced QFs and its other new generation. The 
representatives of the QFs assert that PG&E would have been unable 
to retire the plants without the contribution of QFs, and therefore 
the variably priced QFs should receive the full credit for the 
reduced O&M costs resulting from the retirements. 

The decision to retire an existing generating unit should 
be made primarily on the basis of economics_ As a plant reaeho~ 
the end of its useful life,. the efficiency of converting fuel to 
electricity declines and the cost of maintenance increases. At 
some point, the cost of replacing the plant becomes less than 
continuing to retain the plant in operation. As that point 
approaches, the utility should either construct a new plant to 
replace the old. plant or make arrangements to purchase the 
necessary capacity and enerqy from· other utilities to substitute 
for the old plant~ 

When plants are retired because of aginq, rather than tor 
reasons of technological obsolescence, they frequently first go 
through a phase when the utility finds it economical to keep· units 
in reserve for less frequent operation than the units" ori9'inally 
intended design... units are kept in reserve for operation when 
other units are being repaired or servieed or when peak loads 
justify use of relatively more expensive units. As a general 
matter, retirements may oceur only when the utility has secured 
enough replacement capacity to, assure that the plant will not even 
be needed to meet peak load... (See Ex. 25·7, p •. 12 .. ) 

Thus, as a 9'eneral matter, the primary eonsiderations in 
the decision. to .. retire a plant eoncern capaeityand reliability. 
Because aged plants are usually inefficient to· operate~ they are 
rarelY.the most eeonomic souree of energy, and retaining' a plant on 
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approaches, the utility should either construct a ;-wplant to 
replace the old plant or make arranqements to 'Pw:¢hase the 
necessary capacity and energy from other utili~~s to substitute 
for the old plant.. I 

When plants are retired' because ot! aqinq, rather than for 
p 

reasons of technoloqical obsolescence, thar frequently first 90' 
throuqh a phase when the utility finds ~treconomical to keep units 
in reserve for less frequent operation/than the units' oriqinally 
intended desiqn. units are kept in reserve tor operation when 

f 
other units are being repaired or serviced or when peak loads 

.I 
justify use of relatively more expensive units. As a qeneral 

I matter, retirements may occur only when the utility.bas secured 
~ 

enough replacement capacity to assure that the plant will not even 
1/ • 

be needed to meet peak load. eSee Ex. 2507, p .• 12' .. ) , 
Thus I as a qeneral matter, the primary considerations in 

the decision to" retire a pl~~ concern capacity and reliability. 
Because aged plants are usuaily inefficient to· operato, they are 

" 

rarely the most economic source of energy, and retaining a plant on 
,.. 

a utility'S system·purelytto contribute energy is unusual. (see 
I 

Tr. 41:4.509 .. ) (' ., 
For this reason, PG&E's alternative proposal to allocate 

" the O&M savings from· i~s retired plants on the basis of the ,. 
relative quantity of energy generated by Variably pricedQFs and 
newqeneration plant~' seelnS illoqical. But the QFs' arguments also 
ask us to find that ,the energy supplied by variably priced QFs 

.' 

allowed PG&E to re~ire the three plants. 
To· be sure~ the ~istinetion between energy and capacity 

/ in the context off QF pr~cinq is a tuzzy one;: many QFs have firm 
capacity contracts that requ;ire them to generate a certain amount 

f . 
of energyto'd8lll0nstrate their ability: to- supply. capacity,. and·"we 

J .' .' 
have acknowle4qe4 that ev.nth. energy QF. provi4e on an as-

~ ......'. . 
availabl:ebasia helps the utility avoi4 eapacityco.t ... · , !. . .. . .. . .... . 
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These considerations persuade us that we must fi%*t look 
to capacity to.'determine to- what extent,. if any,. variably/priced 

t: QFs should receive credit tor the O«K sAv~ngs wben the/Plants were 
retired..;1 

/ c. StontDw Dnits / 
,; 

Cold standby units are maintained' in a way that permits 
,I 

them to become operational within one week to tWo months of the . / decisl.on to ):)ring them· back into operation. 'l'he primary functions 
; 

ot cold standby units are to provide capacity that can be drawn on 
;I 

when needed and to reinforce the syste.m's;-eliAbility_ Onee a cold 
standby unit is brought into, service, io/3.5 available for 
di~~atehinq and it may also contr1bute;enerqy to the extent that 
its 'energy is cheaper than other sour,ces. 

. The use of standby uni ts ~s declined as the contribution 
I . 

ot variably priced QFs has grown 0See Ex. 2SS, Tables 4 and S), and 
I • 

over the last tive years PG&E has recorded O«M savings of $6.S 
"r 

million associated with its standby units~ 
? 

Thus,. the O&M costs/associated with standby units can and 
should be considered in the calculation of the adder. 

I 

D. 2PentinaVDits / , 
Operating unitsJhave at least two components of O~ that 

may be avoided by gener~ion from-variably priced QFs. 
First are consumables. Although some parties 

I question whether short-term O~ costs are limited to consumables, 
I ., 

no one has disputed· that consu:mables are avoided,. and.. no- party has 

offered an alternati~e to PG&E's quantification ot the avoided cost 
ot consumables. / ,. 

Second are the O&M savings that may result when units 
operate at a low~r level ~eause o~ the qeneration from variably 

I 
priced QFs.. J:,a))or costs may decrease because of reduced hours" 
tewershitts, or tewer. workers. 'rb,e schedule ot :major maintenance 

; . 
:may be spread/out over a longer time, redueinq the coat of labor . . 

anClmaterials. .'l'hese savings are hard to~ quantity' exactly, :but 
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a utility's system purely to contribute energy is unusual. 
Tr.41:4509.) 

(see 

For this reason, PG&E's alternative proposal to allocate 
the O&M savings from its retired plants on the basis of the 
relative quantity of energy generated by variably priced QFs and 
new generation plants seems illogical. But the QFs' ar9'Ulllents also 
ask us to find that the energy supplied by variably priced QFs 
allowed PG&E to retire the three plants. 

To- be sure, the distinction between energy and capacity / 
in the context of QF pricing is a fuzzy one. Many QFs have firm . 
capacity contracts that require them to generate a certain amount 
of energy to- demonstrate their ability to- supply capacity, anci we 
have acknowledged that even the energy QFs provide on an as
available basis helps the utility avoid capacity costs. 

These considerations persuade us that. we must first look 
to capacity to- <ietermine to-what extent, if any,. variably priced 
QFs should receive credit for the O&M savings wben the plants were 
retired. 
C. Standb¥ Units 

Cold standby units are maintained in a way that permits 
them to become operational within one week to two months of the 
decision to bring them back into operation. The primary functions 
of cold stan~y units are to provide capacity that can be drawn on 
when needed and to reinforce the system's reliability. Once a cold 
standby unit is brouqht into service, it is available for 
dispatching and it may also contribute energy to the extent that 
its energy is cheaper than other sources. 

The use of standby units has declined as the contribution 
of variably priced QFs has qrown (see Ex. 258, Tables 4 and 5), and 
over the last five years PG&E has recorded O&M savings of $5.5 
million associated with its standby unit~. 

Thus, the O&M. costs associated with standby units can and 
should be considered in the calculation of. the adder •. 
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total variable O&M·costs for operating plants, would be expected ~ 
decrease in proportion to' generation it these eftect. ar.,t 
significant. / 

1/ 
E. Mopt~ lIethQJ1· " 

As we have suggested,. no party pr ••• ntad.'a method that , 
was entirely satisfactory. For use in PG&E'. 1~89 ECAC ca.e,. we 
will adopt a method that resembles proposals put forward by IEP and 
ceca 

1. 2PUJ¢inq Units , 
a .. §eneratioD PigplAem' by; variably Prict4 pts 

~he method we adopt employs the QFs-in/QFs-out runs that 

are used to calculate the IER. in the ECAC case. The QFs-out run is 
capable of simulating" within the limits of the particular model,. 
how PG&E's system would operate in the absence of energy from 
Variably priced QFa,. and the results of the QFs-out run may be 

,I' 
compared with those of the QF,s-in run, which foreCAsts the 
operation ot the system with:; varia))ly priced' QFs included .. 

. I 

IEP sU9gested that sucb a comparison could be used to· . , 
determine the extent t~ Which power from variably' priced QFs allows 

i' 
PG&E to reduce generation at operating units.. (see EX. 2$7, 

t' 
pp .. 18-21.) In the QFs-out run, Gome operating units will be 
called on to generate' more electricity to, compensate tor the loss. 
of QFs' power., 'l'he(QFs-in/OFs-out comparison details the increase<1 

" operation of eaCh/SUCh unit.. Under IEP"s proposal, the ehange in 
output in each ~te~ generation unit would be multiplied by the 
variable O&M· cost for that unit,. as reported tc> the Energy 
Commission in/CFH-6 and CFM-7.. 'l'he O&M costs, expressed in 
cents/kWh, ~~uld.be 'ese,alated to. 1990 d.ollara in the calculation .. 

CCC made a similar proposal. CCc would also use the QFs
in/QFs-outiruns to"determine the portion ot variably priced OF5' 

l 
qeneration thatdisplac:es PG&E,"s oil and qas units. However, the 

!.. . '" . 
unit.' O&H cost.would,be calculated from·,each unit'. total,O&X 

costa,,/i~ nominal dollara,. aa rac:orde<1tor. each ot' the laat ,tive 
" 

.i . / . 
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Operating Units 
Operatinq units have at least two components of O&M that 

~e avoided by generation from variably priced· QF~. 
First are consumables. Althouqh some parties question 

whether short-term O&M costs are limited to- consumables,. no one has. 
disputed that consumables are avoided, and no-party has offered an 
alternative to PG&E's quantificatiol". of the avoided cost of 
consumables .. 

Second are the O&M savings that may result when units 
operate at a lower level because of the qeneration from variably 
priced QFs.. Labor costs may decrease ~ecause of reduced hours, 
fewer shifts, or fewer workers. The schedule of major mair.Ltenance 
may be spread out over a lODger time,. reducing' the cost of labor 
and materials.. These savings are hard to- quantify exactly, but 
total variable O&M costs for operatinq plants would be expected to 
decrease in proportion to generation if these effects are 
siqnificant .. 
E.. AdoDted Method 

As we have suggested, no party presented a method that 
was entirely satisfactory. For use in PG&E's 1989 ECAC ease, we 
will adopt a, method that resembles proposals put forward by 
Ultrapower and CCC. This basic methodology should also be used in 
PG&E's. 19'90 ECAC' proceeding, subject to' some refinement as 
discussed below. Adoption of a common methodoloqy for use by all 
three major electric utilities should await consideration in a 
future Biennial Resource Plan Update proceeding .. 

1.. Operating Un iti 

a .. Generation Displaced by Variably priced OFs 

The method we adopt employs the QFs-in/QFs-out runs that 
are used to calculate the IER in the ECAC case.. The QFs-out run is 
capable of simulating, within the limits. of the particular model, 
how PG&E's system wou:td operate in the absence ot, energy from 
variably priced QFs,. and the results of the,QFs-out run may be 
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years. The total O&M costs would be added toqether and the~um 
divided. by the total generation from PG&E·'s oil and qas uzr.Lts, to 
develop average O&M costs., expressed in cents/kWh, for -'ch year. 
Each year's average wou14then be escalated. to test ~.lar dollars. 
The total change ,in oil and. gas generation between~e QFs-in and 
QFs-out runs, divid.ed by the total change in QF ~eneration, would 
determine the percentage of fossil-fueled gene;ation displaced by 
QFs. In addition, CCC proposes that it .tan~ or retired units 

/ 
are restarted to meet demand. in the QFs-ou~case, the calculation 
would be redone to, include their costs. The total average O&M 
costs would. be multiplied by the percent/of d.isplaced fossil-fueled 
generation to develop· the O&M adder. ~ 

OUr method incorporates elements ot both ot these 
recommendations,. but it follows IE~ suggestion most closely. The 
method begins with the QFs-in/QFsrut runs. The QFs-out run 
simulates a hypothetical PG&E system that lacks the energy produced 
by variably priced QFs, and com~arisonwith the QFs-in run, which I . 
simulates the operation of the actual system under forecasted 

. / 
conditions, gives a good measure of the energy contribution ot 

! 
Variably priced QFs. In addition, using the QFs-in/QFs-out runs 

J 

for calculation of both IERs and avoided O&K costs provides an 
I 

appealing consistency. ~ . 
The QFs-in/QFs-out runa allow calculation ot the change 

in generation for each fossil-fueled unit.' The unit-by-unit change 
in generation can th~n be used to· develop estimates of the 

I 
different components of avoided O&M. 

b. Ay01sSed ,0", Cqtrts 

One Of/the biggest problems this issue has presented is 
the lack of data that would permit us to convert the change in 

I 
generation into· total.avoicled- O&K, costs.. Ide411y, information on 

I 
the marqinal 0&1'1 costs. of each unit over a range: of' generation 
levels WOUld! be readilyavaila))le, and- the marginal om . costs: tor 

, . I . 
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allows PG&E to reduce generation at operating units. (See Ex. 257, 
pp. 18-21.) In the QFs-out run, some operating units will be 
called on to generate more electrieity to compensate tor the loss 
of QFs' power. The QFs-in/OFs-out comparison details the increased 
operation of each such unit~ Under Ultrapower's proposal, the 
change in output in each ste~ generation unit would be multiplied 
by the variable O&M cost for that unit~ as reported to the Energy 
Commission in CFM-6 and CFM-7. The O&M costs, expressed in 
cents/kWh, would be esealated to 1990 dollars in the calculation .. 

CCC made a similar proposal. CCc would als~ use the QFs
in/QFs-out runs to' determine the portion of variably priced QFs' 
generation that displaces PG&E's oil and gas units. However, the 
units' O&M costs would be calculated from each unit's total O&M 
costs, in nominal dollars, as recordecl for each of the last five 
years. The total O&M costs would be added. t0gether and the sum 
divided by the total generation from PG&E's oil and gas units, to 
develop average O&M costs, expressed in cents/kWh, for each year. 
Each year's average would then be escalated to test year dollars. 
The total change in oil and gas generation between the QFs-in and 
QFs-out runs, divided. by- the total chanqe in QFgeneration, would. 
determine the percentaqe of fossil-fueled generation displaced. by
QFs. In addition, CCC proposes that if standby or retired. units 
are restarted to meet demand in the QFs-out ease~ the calculation . 
would be redone to- include their costs·.. The total avera9'e O&M 
costs would be multiplied by the percent of displaced fossil-fueled 
generation to develop the O&M adder. 

Our method incorporates elements of both of these 
recommendations,- but it follows Ultrapower's suggestion most 
closely. The method begins with the QFs-in/QFs-out runs. ~he QFs
.out run simUlates a hypothetical PG&E system that lacks- the energy 
produced. by variably priced QFs, and comparison witnthe QFs-in 
run, which. simulates the operation-of.the actual system under 
forecasted conditions., 9'ives a qood- measure of the energy. 

- 24 -
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/ 
e'ach unit could be calculated trom the results ot the QFs-in/QFs-

i · I out runs. r.rllis ideal intormat on was' ,not presented thi. case. 
The parties have sugqested three sourc.. ot data tor the 

conversion of each operating unit's change inqe eration to avoided 
,I 

costs ~ IEP' has suggested use ot the data PG&~iled in the Energy 
Commission's CFM-6 and CF.M-7 proceedings (apparently the same data 
was tiled in each proceedinq). ccc suqqest6d use ot the average 
O&M, detined as total operating costs mi~~ fuel costs, for PG&E's 
tossil-fueled units tor 1984-1988. PG&i DRA, and the Geothermal 

/ 
QFs suggested using PG&E's recorded data tor the last three t~ five 
years. PG&E would rely primarily o~tbe reduction over tive years 
in O&M costs for stan4by units; 7(and the Geothermal QF5 would 
use an average for each unit. 

Each ot these data sourees bas its shortcominqs~ 
I 

'!'he CFM tigures are /,upposed to' represent average 
variable O&M costs for 1976-1~8&. These figures present several 

/ 

problems~ First~ average O'M may not represent avoidedO&M 
I 

accurately. We presume ,that a unit's O&H costs, ealculated on a 
I . 

m.ills/kWh basis, will vary with the level ot qeneration, with the 
lowest eosts when the ~ant is oporatinq near its most etticient 
level. At hiqher-th4n-optimal capacity tactors, we would expect 
costs to rise because/ot more wear and tear on components, m.ore 
trequent scheduled ~aintenance, and the like.. At low capacity 
faetors, the absoltite costs of O&M will be lower, but those costs 

/ \ 

will be spread o~t over fewer kWhs, and certain eosts~ such as , ~ 

labor costs, will constitute a minimum level that cannot be avoided 
until the Plant! is retired.. The portion of this .cost curve that 
corresponas tclthe ehanqe in qeneration tromthe QFs-in/QFs-out 
runs may aif~r signiticantly trom,~e point represented by an 
averaqe. / 

Another problems with. the CFM.data. is the question ot 
I . . 

precisely rhat they measure.. PG&E MS complain~c1" that· the CFK 
detinition of variable O&M eosts is "too broad tor use in 
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eontribution of variably priced QFs. In a4dition, using the QFs
in/QFs-out runs f?r calculation of ~oth IERs an4 avoided O&M eosts 
provides an appealing consistency. 

The QFs-in/QFs-out runs allow calculation of the change 
in generation tor each fossil-fueled unit. Tbe unit-by-unit change 
in generation can then be used to develop estimates of the 
different components of avoide4 O&M. 

1>. Avoided O&K COs1;G 
One otthe biggest problems this issue has presented is 

the lack of data that would permit us to· convert the change in 
generation into total avoided O&M costs. Ideally, information on 
the marginal O&M costs· of each unit over a range of generation 
levels would ~e readily available,- and the marginal O&M costs for 
each unit could be calculated from the results of the QFs-in/QFs
out runs. This ideal intormationwas not presented in this case. 

The parties have suggested three sources of data for the 
conversion of each operating unit's change in generation to avoided 
costs. Ultrapower has suggested use of the data PG&E filed in the 
Energy COl'lU'llission's CFM-6 and CFM-7 proceedings (apparently the 
same data was filed in each proceeding). cCC'suggested use of the 
average O&M, defined as total operating costs minus fuel costs, for 
PG&E's fossil-tueled units for 1984-19S8. PG&E,. DRA, and the 
Geothermal QFs sU9'gested using PG&E·' s recorded data for the last 
three to five years. PG&E would rely primarily on the reduction 
over five years in O&M costs for standby units; ~RAand the 
Geothermal QFs would use an average for each unit~ 

Each of these data sources has its shortcomings. 
The CFM figures are supposed to· represent average 

variable O&M costs tor 1975-1986. ~hese figures present several 
problems. First, average O&Mmay not represent avoidedO«M 
accurately. We presume that a unit's. O&M costs, calculated on a 
mills/kWh basis.,.. will vary' with the level of' qeneration·, with the 

. '. 

lowest costs-when the plant is operating near itsmost,effic1ent 
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determininq the avoided costs tor the calculation of the adder. 
I Other parties have asserted that the CFK tiquresjlxclude labor 

costs and thus understate variable O&M costs. ~,party has 
• I 

presented a detailed description ot what exact1y makes up the CFM 
fiqures~ which leaves us with many questions/about the 

/ appropriateness of basinq the adder on them. 
I 

In addition, the Cn! c1ata may ):)e somewhat out ot date, 
/ 

and we have some concerns about basinq;the adder on intormation 
that may be as many as 13 years old. J' ' 

CCC's suqqested source shares many of these problems. It 
is an average,. rather than a measule of avoided or marg'inal O&M 

/ 
costa. CCC defines variable O&M~S the total operating' costs of.a 
uni t minus fuel costs and rents/ ~ The residual categ'ory ~ c1etined as 
variable OGcM,. seems larg'e,. and! we are concerned about the lack of 
precise description about its! contents. 
. PG&E's quantific'£ion has the virtue of being' based on 

• 

reeorded d.erease~ in O&~~osts. But PGGcE's figures measure only 
the saving'S associated WIth standby or retired units and 
consumAbles. As we ha,- discussed previously, avoided O~ costs, 
at least in theory, sl]Ould include other eomponents~ such as the 
longer-term reduced dosts of labor for operatin9plants. PGGcE has 
presented tic;ures 'tliat are indisputably OGcH saving'S,. but it has not 
quantified all 01COSt5 avoided by the presence of variably priced 
QFs. . 

With . 1 these shorteominqs in mind,. we believe that 
I 

fiqures of C~i6 and CFM-7 are best suited for the limited purposes 
of estimating fhe avoided O&M costs assoeiated with operatin9 
uni ts.. Al thollg'h the CFM ti9Ures are averages,. they were ):)asec1 on 

/ i ' costs recorded over a long term· that presumably ncludes a talrly 
I . 

wide ranqe of.qeneration levels tor each qeneration plant .. 
Ditference{ in each unit'. production, which can qreatly skew the 
mills/kWh alculation,. should. be 1 •• senec1 .by; the wider"variety ot 

con4itions. . The CFK figures do' not include labor. costs~ 
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level. At higher-than-optimal capacity factors, we would expect 
costs to rise bec~use of more wear and tear on comp~nents, more 
frequent scheduled maintenance, and the like. At low capacity 
factors, the absolute costs of O&M will be lower, but those costs 
will be spread out over fewer ltWhs, and certain costs, such as 
labor costs, will constitute a minimum level that cannot be avoided 
until the plant is retired. The portion of this cost curve that 
corresponds to- the change in generation from the QFs-in/QFs-out 
runs may differ significantly from the point represented by an 
average. 

Another problems. with the CFM data is the question of 
precisely what they measure. PG&E has 'complained that the CF.M 

definition of variable' O&M costs is too broad for use in 
determining the avoided costs for the calculation of the adder. 
Other parties have asserted that the CFM figures exclude labor 
costs and thus understate variable O&M costs. No party has 
presented a detailed description ot what exactly makes up the CFM 
figures, which leaves us with many questions about the 
appropriateness of basing the adder on them.. 

In addition, the CFM data may be somewhat out of date, 
and we have some concerns about basing the adder on information 
that may be as many as 13 years old. 

CCC's suggested source shares many of these problems. Xt 
is an average, rather than a measure of avoided or marginal O&M 
costs. CCC defines variable O&M as· the total operating costs of a 
unit minus fuel costs and rents.. The residual category, defined as 
variable O&M, seems· large ,. and we are concerned about the lack of 
precise description about its contents. 

PG&E's quantification has the virtue of being based on 
recorded decreases in O&M costs. But PG&E's figures measure only 
the saving'S associated· with standby or . .retiredunits.:.and 
consumables .. As· we have. discussed. previously, avoided O&M costs, 
at least in theory, should include other components~ such as the 
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but quantifying labor savinqs tor operatinq plan~s has proved 
elusive.. And as IEP points out, the results 0;(' applying our 
qeneral method to these tigures is consisten~with other filings 

;' 
by' PG&E over several years and tor many purposas~ U.8 ot the CFM .-
data also, provides a continuity and consistency with the O&M adder 
devoloped. in the 1988 ECAC proceedinq. /' 

2. BetirecS' nmrta 1/ 
We have previously determined that we should focus on 

I 

capacity in evalua~ing the extent/to which variably priced QFs 
should receive credit tor the O&K savings associated with retired 

J 

plants.. IEP' has provided, an a~lysis based on capacity 
considerations (Ex~ 258, pp, .. ~,i:"3&). Althougb we do not follow the , 
analysis suggested by IEP, the intormation IE~pr ••• nted helps us 

l 
resolve and illustrate this issue. 

" Table 6- of Ex. ,1,258 incorporates ORA's ass'WIlptions that 
I 

PG&E's total resources ~n· 1990, including new generation and 
l 

variably priced QFs, will total 22,102 megawatts (MW) (see 
Ex. 1.38-A~ Ex. 84, p ... /' 184). IEP' bas calculated that the capacity 
associated with variablY priced QFs will 8lI'1ount to 1,322' MW. " When 

.I 
variably priced Q~s are removed from total resources and compared 
with the duand !:Oreeast of the Energy Commission'. Seventh 

I 
Electricity Report (ER-7), the resulting reserve marqin is 14.9%, 
sutlstantially lkss than the long-run target reserve margin ot 17 _ 5% 

I 
that the Energy commission has proposed tor PG&E in ER-7. With the 

f 
projected levels ot peak demand~ 21,253 MW of resources would be 

i 
needed to equal the t~rqet reserve marqin.. 1'hus, without the 

j 

capacity associated with variably priced QFs~ PG&E would need 473 
MW in add! tional resources. to' meet target reserve mA%'qins ~ By 

i 
comparison, the capacity of the retired plants was 179 MW. 

/ If PC&E's, rather than ORA's,.. assumptions are used Csee 
Ex~ 84; p .. 184), the capacity without variably priced QFs (23,336-

/ - " 

MW) ~xceeds the . resources' needed to: meet the ~rget· reserve . margin 
proposed in ER-7 (and even the 2'2-;6%. reserve' margin otER-6f. 

/ 
j/ 
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longer-term redueed eosts of labor tor operating plants. PG&E has 
presented figures, that are indispu~ably O&M savings, but it has not 
quantified all O&M costs avoided by the presence of variably priced 
(2Fs. 

With all these shortcominqs in mind, we ~elieve thatr of 
the 4ata presented in this ease, the figures of CFM-6 and CFM-7 are 
best suited for the limited purposes of estimating the avoided O&M 
costs associated with operating units. Although the CFM figures 
are averages, they were based on costs recorded over a long term 
that presumably includes a fairly wide range of qeneration levels 
!or each generation plant. Differenees in eaeh unit's production, 
Which can greatly Skew the mills/XWh calculation, should be 
lessened by the wicler variety of operating conditions,. 'the CFM 
figures do not inclUde labor costs, ~ut quantifying labor savinqs 
for operating plants has proved elusive. And as Oltrapower points 
out, the results ot applying our general method to- these figures is 
consistent with other filings by PG&E over several years and for 
many purposes. Use of the CFM data also provides a continuity and 

~ consistency with the' O&M adder developed in the 1988 ECAC 
proceeding .. 

2. Retiresl ElantS 
We have previously determined that we should focus on 

capacity in evaluating the extent to Which Variably priced QFs 
should receive eredit for the O&M savings associated with retired 
plants~ Ultrapower has provided an analysis based on capacity 
considerations (Ex. 258', pp .. 31-36) .. Although we do-not follow the 
analysis suggested by Ultrapower, the information Oltrapower 
presented helps us resolve and illustrate this issuer 

Table 6 of Ex. 258 incorporates DRA'~ assumptions that 
PG&E's total resources In 1990, includinq new generation and 
:variably priced QFs, will total 22,102 lnega'\li'atts. (MW) (see 
Ex. 138,-A; Ex. 84, p'. 18'4). Ultrapower has calculated that the 
capacity associated with variably priced QFswill uount to 1,322 
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These results r though dittering, 5uggest~ approach to 
assessing the contribution ot QFs When plants ar"retired. When 
the utility's resources (including cold standb~its) are 
insutticient to· meet target reserve margins wi~out variably priced 
QFS' capacity, then the recorded O&M savings/shOUld be credited t~ 

I 
QFs in proportion to the ratio· ot megawatts ot the retired plants' 

I 
capacity needed to meet the target reserve margin t~the total 

. I 
capacity ot the retired plants. using)ORA's tiqures r the entire 
O&M savings would be credited to varibly priced QFs,. :because even 
it the plants had not ~en retired~ ,c&E could not meet it~ target 
reserve margin without the capacitY!tromvariably priced QFs. 

I 
Using PG&E"s estimates, the retired plants were not needed and no 

I 
credit should be given to variably priced QFs. At intermediate 

I 
levels r the credit would be proportioned to the extent to· which the 
retired plants were needed to;'meet target reserve margins. 

We believe that th!s approach should be tollowed in the 
1989 ECAC case. It part 01 the capacity ot the retired plants is 
needed to meet target res.(rve margins in the torecast year, that 
proportion ot the record,fd O&M savinqs should be credited to 
variably priced QFs. If PG&E would have adequate capacity to meet 
reserve margins without the capacity associated with. variably 
priced QFs, then none/ot the savings should be credited t~QFs. It 
PG&E would tail to ~et target reserve margins in the absence ot 

I 

QFs, even it the retired plants had been retained-,. then allot the , 
recorded savings $bould be credited to· QFs. 

We have! illustrated this discussion with figures trom 
Ex. 258. For de calculation in the 1989 ECAC case,. the 
appropriate fit/ures should be based on the evidence and assumptions 
in that cast" The peak demand tiqure,. the capacity ot PG&E's 
resources,. C1 the capacity associatec1 with variably priced QFs 
sbould be·. c ai.tent with the assumptions o~· the model %"UnS. Tbe 
recorded 0 . savings that may' be. credit.ed to- QFs. should be the 
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MW~ When variably priced QFs are removed from total resources an4 
-~olnpared with the, demand forecast of the Energy Commission's 
Seventh Electricity Report (ER-7), the resulting reserve margin is 
14.9%, sUbstantially less than the long-run target reserve margin 
of 17~5% that the Enerqy Commission has proposed for PG&E in ER-7. 

With the projected levels of peak demand,. 21,253 MW of resources 
would ):)e needed to equal the target reserve :margin. 'I'hus-, without 
the capacity associated with variably priced QFs, PG&E would need 
473 MW in additional resources to meet target reserve :margins. By 
comparison, the capacity of the retired plants was 179 MW. 

If PG&E's, rather than DRA's, assumptions are used (see 
Ex. 84, p. 184), the capacity without variably priced OFs (23,3-36 
MW) exceeds the resources needed to- meet the target reserve margin 
proposed in ER-7._ (and even the 22 .. 6% reserve marqin of ER-6) • 

'I'hese results, though differing, suggest an approach to· 
assessing the contribution of QFs when plants are- retiredp When 
the utility's resources (including- cold stancU:>y units) are 
insufficient to meet target reserve margins without variably priced 
OFs' capacity, then the recorded O&M savings should be credited to 
QFs in proportion to the ratio of megawatts of the retired plants' 
capacity needed to ~ect the target reserve margin to the total 
capacity o.f the retired plants. Usinq DRA's figures, the entire 
O&M savings would ~e credited to.- variblypriced QFs,. because even 
if the plants had not been retired, PG&E could. not meet its target 
reserve margin without the capacity from variably pricecl QFs. 
Using PG&E's estimates, the retired plants were not needed and no 
credit should be given to variably priced QFs. At intermediate 
levels, the credit would be proportioned to. the extent to-which the 
retired plants were needed to meet target reserve xnarginsr 

We ~elieve that this. approach should be followeel· in the 
1989 ECAC case. It part of the capacity of the retired plants is' 
need.ed to.· meet target reserve margins in the forecast year, that 
proportion of the reco.rded O&M savings should. be cred-ited. to-
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five-year savinqs associated with the retire~ plants" 0 $8.1 
million (Ex. 46). 

The record is unclear on whether the reco ~.d reductions 
in O&M costs associated with the retired'plants i clude fixedO&M 

/ 
costs. If fixed costs are reflected in the rec02:'ded tiqur •• , they 

I 
shoul<! be removed betore they are creditedt0;QFs, at least to the ' 
extent that fixed O&M costs are included in/capacity payments to 
QFs. / 

There is an additional theoret~al problem with includinq 
I retired plants in the calculation of the adder. It no, QFs eXisted, 

- I 
a utility would typically replace a worn-out plant with a newer 

I 
generation plant with lower overal~osts of operation. Althouqh 
the details may <!epend on the spe~tic plant and technology, we may 
assume that the O&M costs of the;newer plant would tend to be lower 
than those ot the plant it replaced. Onder traditional ratemakinq, 

" 

ratepayers would pay only the/lower costs of the new plant, and any 
O&M savings would be retained by ratepayers • 

I 

Onder the approach to- avoided cost consistently embraced 
I 

by this Commission, the a:voided plant in -~is situation is the new , . 
plant, not the retiredp1ant, and the calculation ot all aspects of 
avoidec3. costs would bejkeyec3. to the costs of the new plant.. (In 
the absence of concr~e proposals tor new generation plants, we 
have relied on the oosts of a proxy plant for some purposes.) By 
seeking: the benefitfot the O&M costs of the retired plants, some 
parties are esseniiallY treating the retired. plant, rath~r than the 

I new or proxy plantr as the basis tor caleulatinq avoided costs. 
Generally speaking, this means that ratepayers would pay more to 

I 
QFs for O&M than they would it the utility bad constructed the new 

I 
plant.. This result violates the principles ot avoided. cost and 
ratepayer inditterence we have repeatedly articulated. 

/ 
Another way tOe look at -this. issue is. -to- examine how long 

I 

the saving. from retired plants should continue to-beconaidered in· 
• ...' f 

the calculation of the adder~ The general answer, i. that such 
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variably priced QFs. If PG&E would have adequate capacity to meet 
reserve margins w~thout the capacity associated with variably 
priced QFs, then none o'l the saving's should be credited to QFs. If 
PG&E would tail to meet target reserve marqins in the absence ot 
QFs, even it the retired plants had been retained~ then all of the 
recorded saving's should be credited to, QFs. .. 

We have illustrated this 4iscussion with ti9Ures from 
Ex. 258.. For the calculation in the 1989 ECAC cas.e, the 
appropriate figures should be based on the evidence and assumptions 
adopted in that case~ The pea~ demand figure, the capacity of 
PG&E's resources, and the capacity associated with variably priced 
QFs should be consistent with the assumptions ot the model runs .. 
The recorded O&M savings that may be credited to' QFs shou14 ):)e the 
'live-year savings associated with the retired plants, or $8.1 

million (Ex. 46). 
In its comments to the ALJ's proposed decision, PG&E 

argued Ag'ainst removing' the QFs with contracts to supply firm 
capacity from PG&E's available rosources in the calculation of the 
avoided O&M costs. PG&E contends that these QFs should be treated 
like any other resource and should remain a part of PG&E's 
resources for purposes of this calculation. 

The purpose ot the calculation, however, is very limited. 
Our only purpose is to attempt to' estimate the extent to, which the 
presence of variably priced QFs has permitted PG&E to avoid O&M 
costs associated with certain resources. We are not increasing the 
capacity payments to QFs as a re~ult of this calculation, and the 
fixed O&M cost that is included in these capacity payments i~ also 
unaffected. The purpose of this calculation is merely to apportion 
the recorded O&M savings from retired and, standby units between 
variably priced QFs. and'PG&E's other new resources .. 'For'this 
limited purpose" we believe that oU~,treat1Dent ot:QFs':capaeityis 
appropriate • 
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sAvinqs should be considered until the time when PG& would have 
/ 

retired the plant with or without the contribution;Of QFs. The 
point when a plant would have been retired reqardoless of QFs' 

/ 
qeneration may var:!; the reasons for the retirement can ))e that the 
plant has reached the end of its useful lif~that a governmental 
entity has ordered it closed r that complianee with pollution 
control requirements would be prohibitive{y expensive, or numerous 
other circumstances... ;1 

In determiniftq how long to ,/view a retired plant as . 
displaced by QFs, it would be helpfUl to have testimony on the 

I 
factors that would affeet the decision to retire a particular 

oJ 
plant. Although there was little specific testimony on this issue 
in this case,.. we are persuade~/that considerinq th~ cost saving's 
occurring' over the past tivefYears for the Avon, Martinez,. and 
oleum· plants is reasonabletn this case. 

I 
3 - Standby Jlnit§ 1. 

The portion of/the adder related to standby units bas two 
components. ;' 

First are the reduced costs that PG&E bas recorded for 
, { 

its cold standby units in recent years. As with the retired 
plants,. the prOblem' is sortinq out the influences of variably 
priced O&M and neJ qeneration. A process similar to the one 
discussed for reiired plants can be used to, qet a workable estimate 

{ 

of the QFs' contribution to' these savinqs.. That is, variably 
t 

priced QFs should be credited with the O&M savinqs associated with 
I . 

cold standbytplants in proportion to,the capacity provided by cold 
l 

standby plants that is required to meet target reserve marqins when 
I 

the capac~~y associated with variably priced QFs is removed. 
/ 
,Thi~ estimate is someWhat rouqher than when this process . . 

was apP1ied to the savings trom retired. plants ~ . Because standby 
units' capacity is. alread.y included in the estimate ot PG&E.'s. 

J ..-, 

resources,' the units' capacity cannot' beac1ded· in a second'time to 
I' . 

the resourcef:Lgure .to, meet the.'blrget reserve·mo.rgin. Howcrver,. it 
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fixe<!l O&M cost that is included in these capacity payments is also 
unaffected., The purpose of this calculation is merely to apportion 
the recorded O&M savings from retire<!l an<!l standby units between 
variably priced QFs and PG&E's other new resources. For this 
limited purpose, we believe that our treatment of QFs~ capacity is 
appropriate. 

The record is unclear on whether the recor<!led reductions 
in O&M cost5 associated with the retired' plants include fixed O&M 
costs. If fixed O&M costs are reflected in the recorded fiqures, 
they should be reduced, by the amount that fixed O&M costs are 
included in capacity payments to QFs, before they are credited to 
QFs. 

Although we are adoptin~ an approach that inclu<!les \ 
retired plants tor PG&E at this time, in considering future O&M 
methodologies,> we expect to carefully re-examine the issue. There 
is an additional theoretical problem with including, retired plants 
in the calculation of the adder. If no QFs existed, a utility 
would typically replace a worn-out plant with a newer generation 
plant with lower overall costs of operation. Although the details 
may depend on the specific plant and technolO9Y, we may assume that 
the O&M costs of the newer plant would tend to· be lower than. those 
of the plant it replaced. Under traditional ratemakingl' ratepayers 
would pay only the lower costs of the new plant, and any O&M 
savings would be retained by ratepayers. 

Onder the approach to avoided cost consistently embraced 
by this Commission, the avoided plant in this situation is the new 
plant, not the retired plant, and the calculation of all aspects of 
avoided costs would be keyed to, the costs of the new plant.. (In 
the absence of concrete proposals for new generation plants, we 
have relied on the costs ot a proxy plant for some purposes .. ) By 
seeking the benefit of the O&M costs of the retired plants,. some 
parties are essentially treating' the retired plant". rather. than the 
new or proxy plant". as the basis for calculating avoided· costs. 
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is reasonable to assume that in the absence ot QFs, cOld~tan4by 
units would ~e returned to operational status at about/the level 
that new resources would need to ~e o~tained to meet/target reserve 
margins. This assumption allows us to· use a proPO~ion 4erived 
trom· the process described above to· estimate the .tan4by units' 
recorded savings that should be credited' to QFs;i 

/ 
As we discussed in conneetion with the retired plants, it 

/ is necessary to- ensure that fixed O&M'costs~e removed trom the 
recorded savings associated with standby units • 

.I 
The second component ot the adder related to, cold standby 

f 
units corresponds to· the energy produced ~y these units When called 
into service. ~he QFs-in/Qfs-out runsfprovide a goo4 illustration 

I 

of the role ot the variably priced QFs in reducinq the need tor 
operation ot cold standby units. ;In the runs tor the 1988 ECAC 
case,. parties were instructed tOj1Dodel reserve resources so that 
they could ~e restarted and ca~ed on by the model in the QFs-out 
run it needed and economical ... /' (0.88-11-052, mixlleo·., pp·.63-6S.) 
cold standby units should c~tinue to· ~. modeled so' that they are 
available for dispatch ir the QFs-out run. It the model shows that 

f • 
the generation from a cO?d standby unit is needed, then it is clear 
the the consumables associated -with that generation are avoided by 

I 

variably priced. QF •• ~e amount ot any such generation sbould·be 
I 

multiplied by the va

7
lue ot consumables and incorporated in the 

ad.d.er. 
4 • Recorded Om Sayings 

/ 

As directed. in D.88-11-052, PG&E reported the results of 
I 

its attempt to identity and quantity the O&M costs that vary in 
I 

one-, three-, and. five-year time trames. 
ove'! one year,. PG&E reported, consistent with i t5 

arguments in/this ease, that only the costs ot consumables varied. 
PG&E d.etermined. that the annual coat. ot conaumAbles deereased ~y 
$1,28.' ,. 000/ due to r.c1~c.d. ,generation' l1t. ·to •• il-:tueied plants made 
POSsibr the contribution of! variably priced QF.. OVer three 

/ 
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point when a plant would have ~een retired regardless of QFs' 
generation may va,ry; the reasons for the ~etirement can ):)e that the 
plant has reached the end of its useful l1fe~ that a governmental 
entity has ordered it closed,. that compliance with pollution 
control requirements would ~e prohibitively expensive, .. or numerous 
other circumstances. 

In determining' how long to view a retired plant as 
displaced by QFs, it would ~e helpful to have testimony on the 
factors that would affect the decision to retire a particular 
plant_ Although there was little specific testimony on this issue 
in this ease,. we are persuaded- that considering' the cost saving'S 
occurring' over the past five years for the Avon, Martinez, and 
Oleum plants is reason~le in this case .. 

3. standby units 
The portion of the adder related to standby units has two 

components. 
First are the reduced costs that PG&E has recorded for 

its cold standby units in recent years. As with the retired 
plants, the pro~lem is- sorting out the .influences of variably 
priced O&M and new generation. A process similar to the one 
discussed for retired plants can ~e used toqet a workable estimate 
of the QFs' contri~ution to these savings. That is, variably 
priced QFs should be credited with the O&M savings associated with 
cold standby plants in proportion t~ the capacity provided ):)y cold 
stan~y plants that is required to meet target reserve margins when 
the capacity associated with varia):)ly priced QFs is removed. 

This estimate is somewhat rougher than when this process 
was applied to the savings from retired plants. Because standby 
units' capacity is already included in the estimate of PG&E's 
resources, the units' capa,city cannot ~e added in a second time to 
the resource figure to· meet the target reserve margin. However, it 
is reasonable . to· a,ssume . that in the- absence of QFs-,. cold standby 
units, would be returned to· operational s.tatus.at alxIutthe level 
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years, PG&E found that O&M costs associated with retir.d~d cold 
standby units decreased ~y a total of $14~487,000, inctading 

I' 
reduced costs of consumables. OVer five years, the uduced O&M 
costs were $8,119,000 for retired plants and $6,S2s/,OOO for standby 

units, for a total of $14,644,000. ~ 
Other parties argued that PG&E's figures did :i:lot include 

/ 
all elements ot avoided cost for these time ~.'riodS, :bu~ no party 
disputed the accuracy of PG&E's recorded data. Parties accepted 

.I 
PG&E's estimate of the average cost of consu:m.al:>les. of 0.37 

I mills/kWh, although other parts of the total annual avoided cost of 
I 

consuma:bles depend on the results ot the QFs-inIQFs-out runs. We 
find that the data submitted by PG&E;(S adequate tor purposes of 
this decision, although other types/of data may:be more useful for 
calculatinq the adder~ as we WillJdiscuss .. In addition, we are 
satisfied that these O~ savinqs/as defined and quantified by 

I 
PG&E:, are not included in PG&E",.s requested O&K expenses for the 
test year. / 

s. galculatioD of the Adder 
4 

For purposes ot 1;he 1989 ECAC, the calculation of the 
adder would :beqin withthefQFs-in/QFs-out runs that are used to 

I 
determine the XER. For purposes of calculating the adder,. standby 
and reserve units should :be modeled to· be available for dispatch in 

/ 
the QFa-out run. / 

, We will cal'culate the avoided O&M costs separately for 
three types of qener~tinq units: operatinq units,. cold standby 

( 

units, and retired-lplants. Operatinq units form a residual 
/ 

cateqory that includes regularly operatinq units and reserve 
I 

units that have not yet been placed in cold standby status. 
I 

The chanqe in qeneration between the QFs~in and QFs-out 
/ " 

runs for eaCh/operatinq unit should'be ~u1tiplied:by the 
appropriate ~~ria:bleO&K figure ,from· PG&E~s filinqs in·CFH-6 and 
ClI'M-7 to- dejalOP' 'a·· total avoid.ed.' O&M: cost for,. that. unit. Tbe 

/ 
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that new resources would need to be obtained to'meet target reserve 
margins.. This aS~'Ul!Iption allows us to use a proportion derived 
from the process described above to estimate the standby units' 
recorded savings that should be credited toQFs .. 

As we discussed in connection with the retired plants, it/ 
is necessary to ensure that the fixed O&M costs incoxporated in 
capacity payments to' QFs are removed from the recorded savings 
associated with standby ~nits .. 

The second component of the adder related to' cold standby 
units corresponds to the energy produced by these units when called 
into service.. The QFs-in/QFs-out rUns provide a good illustration 
of the role of the variably priced QFs.in reducing the need for 
operation of cold standby units. In the runs for the 19S~ ECAC 
case, parties were instructed to· model reserve resources so that 
they could be restarted and called on by the model in the QFs-out 
run if needed and. economical.. (D.88:-11-052, 1I1imeo-.. ,. pp.63-6S.) 

Cold. standby units should continue to· be modeled so' that they are 
available for dispatch in the QFs-out run. It the model shows that 
the generation from a cold stan~y unit is needed" then it is clear 
the' ,the consumables associated with that qeneration are avoided by 
variably priced QFs.. The amount of any such generation should ~e 
~ultiplied by the value ot consumables and incorporated in the 
adder. 

4. Recorded Oil{ savings 
As directed in D.SS-ll-OS2, PG&E reported the results of 

its attempt to identify and quantify the O&M costs that vary in 
one-, three-, and five-year time frames. 

Over one year, PG&E reported, consistent with its 
arguments in this case, that only the costs of consumables varied. 
PG&E determined that the annual costs of eonsumables decreased by 
$1,287,.000 due to, reduced'qeneration at fossil-fueled plants made 
possiple by the contribution of variably priced QFS~,'· OVer three' 
years, PG&E found that O&Mcosts assoe1ated-with retired and cold 
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I 

/ 

avoided costs for all operating units should then be added together 
to, arrive at the total O&M savings from operatinq units~ . 

I 
For cold stan@y units, the first calculation is the 

/ 
amount of capacity needed to, meet target reserve margins, based on 

I 
the peak demand assumed for the model runs.. 'rhe second step is. to 

/ 
derive the amount of capacity associated with variably priced QFs. 
The' result of the first calculation should thenrbe compared with 

I 
PG&E's resources without the capacity ot varia))ly priced QFs. The , 
amount ot added capacity needed to· meet tar.get reserve marqins. 

I 
divided ~y the. total capacity ot cold standby units. provides the , 
ratio (of no more than 1.0) that is multiplied by the five-year O&M 

savings associated with standby plan~1 $6·,525,.000, to- arrive at 
the long-term O&K savings tor standb~units. 

The second component tor' ,Stanc5by units is the amount ot 
I 

generation trom any restarted standby units in the QFs-out run 
times the cost ot eonsumables, 0/3-7 mills/kWh, to derive the short
term savings associated with standby units • 

The sum ot the shorti-term and long-term savings gives the , 
estimat .. "'1 total avoided O&M costs for cold stanc5by units .. 

, . I 

For retired plants,. the adopted method compares the two 
capacity-relatedealculati~ns used in deriving the long-term 

/ 

savings associated with standby units. It resources (inclUding 
cold standby units) Without variably priced QFs" capacity are 

I 
sufticient to meet target reserve margins,. then none ot the retired 
plants' O&M savings WJll ~e creditedt~QFs. It added capacity is 
needed to, meet target reserve margins,.. then the amount .o'! needed 

;' 
capacity should ~e ,compared to the capacity ot the retired units 
(179' MW in this case). The ratio ot needed capacity to total 

I 

capacity ot the ,etired plants (again limited to, 1 .. 0) is :multiplied 
~y the recorded rive-year savings associated with the retired 
plant.,. $8.1mii'lion, to qet the O&K savinqs tor retired.· plants. 

I " , ' , , , 
, IEP suqgestedthat ,A&G expenses-are av01de4 in proportion 

to'savinqs in la))or expenses.. It 1. unclear' Whether 'the· labor 
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• standby units decreased :by a total of $14,487,000, including 

• 

• 

.. reduced costs. of consuma])les. OVer five years, the reduced O&M 
costs were $8,119:,000 for retired plants and $6,525-,000 tor standby 
units, tor a total Qt $14,644,000. 

Other parties argued that PG&E's figures did not include 
all elements of avoided cost for these time periods, :but no party 
disputed the accuracy of PG&E's recorded data. Parties accepted 
PG&E's estimate of the average cost of consumables of 0.37 

mills/~, althQugh other parts of the total annual avoided cost of 
consumables depend on the results of the QFs-in/QFs-out runs. We 
find that the data sUbmitted by PG&E is adequate tor purposes of 
this decision, although other types of data may be more useful tor 
calculating the adder, as we will discuss. In addition, we are 
satisfied that these O&M·savings, as defined and quantified by 
PG&E, are not included in PG&E.'s requested O&M expenses tor the 
test year. 

5. gJ,cul.A-tion, ot the AdMr 
For purposes of the 1989 ECAC,. the calculation of the . 

adder would begin with the QFs-inIQFs-out :runs that are used to 
determine the IER. For purposes of calculating the adder, standby 
and reseX"V'e units should be modeled to be available tor (,Uspatch in 
the QFs-out run. 

We will calculate the avoided OSM costs separately for 
three types of generating units: operating units, cold standby 
units, and retired plants. Operating units torm a residual 
category that includes regularly operating units and reserve units 
that have not yet been placed in cold standby status. 

~he change in generation between the QFs-in and QFs-out 
runs tor each operating unit should be multiplied ~y the 
appropriate variable O&M figure trom PG&E's tilings in CFM-6· and 
CFM-7 to. develop a total avoided OSM cost ·~or that unit. The 
avoided costs. for all operating units should then ~e added together 

. . . 
to· arrive at the total O&M, savings from· operating'" units. • 
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. 
savinqs calculated trom PG&E's recor~ed data retle? associated 
decreases in pensions and benefits expenses and p~oll taxes. 

/ 
It these related savinqs are not retlecte~ in PG~E's figures, 

I' 
the labor portion of any reductions credited to· variably 

I priced QFs should be multiplied by 3~.5l%, the ratio-between 
pensions an~ benefits expense and payroll ~~ and labor expense 
developed in D.86-l2-095, PG&E's last GR~ The resulting payroll 
tax and pensions savinqs should also b~credited to- QFs. 

The savinqs trom the three ~.s of qen.ratinq units-
I 

operatinq, standby, and retired--sbonld be totaled. The aum should 
be divided by the energy forecastedfto be qen.rated by variably , 
priced QFs in the 1989 ECAC proceedinq_ 

The CFM figures are p~sented in 1984 dollars and PG&E's 
l. 

recorded numbers are in 1987 ~,ollars, so the sum must be .sCAlated 
to 1990 dollars.. IEP escalated the CFM tiqures by the COnsUlller 

I 
Price Inde~ for Utilities (CPI-U) index throuqh 1987~ Use of the 

recorded CPI-U' is reasonabte throuqh 1986, and the 198·7-90 increase 
I . 

should be 10.64% tor labor costs and 15.39%· for nonlabor costs, the 
f 

increases used' to- develop preliminary estimates in the CRe. 
'rhe sum· of tie avoided o&!>! costs for operatinq, cold 

- I standby, and retired /units, after ~ppropriate escalation, should 
then be divided ~y the 1989 ECAC"s forecast of qeneration ~y 
variably priced QFslt~qet the adder. 

( 

As we have m.ntioned~ the precise components of the CFM 
f 

tiqures tor variable O&M costs were not presented in this ease_ We 
J • 

assume from thejintormat1on available that the cost of eonsumables 
is inclUded in/~e ~ figures. It not, the' avoided O&K for 
fossil-tueled;units used in the calculation of the adder should be 

adjusted,. based· on the 0.37 mills/kWh averaqe developed by PG&E. 
S~ilarly, we assume that no fixed O&K costs are inclu4ed , , 

in the CFM fiqure,s.. If they are, the appropriatef.1xed ,O&K·cost 
sbould _ be famoved. from-the, total oar :fiqures: before. dividing by the 
forecast of generation from, variably priced' Qrs .. 
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For cold standby units, the first ~alculation is the 
amount of capacity needed to meet target reserve margins, based on 
the pea~ demand assumed for the model runs. The second step is to 
derive the amount of capacity associated with variably priced QFs. 
The result of the first calculation should then be compared with 
PG&E's resources without the capacity of variably priced QFs. The 
amount of added capacity needed to meet target reserve margins 
divided by the total capacity of cold standby units provides. the 
ratio (of no more than 1.0) that is multiplied by the five-year O&M 
savings associated with standby plants-, $6.,52"5·,000, to arrive at 
the long-term O&M' savings for standby units. 

The second component for standby units is the amount of 
generation from any restarted standby units in the QFs-out run 
times the cost of consumables, 0.37 mills/~, to derive the short
term savings associated with standby units. 

The sum of the short-term and long-term savings gives the 
estimated total avoided O&M costs for cold standby units.. 

For retired plants, the adopted method' compares the two 
capacity-related calculations used in deriving the long-term 
savings associated with standby units.. If resources (including 
cold standby units) without variably priced QFs' capacity are 
sufficient to· meet target reserve margins, then none of the retired 
plants' O&M savings will be credited to-QFs. If added capacity is 
needed to meet target reserve margins, then the amount of needed 
capacity should be compared to the capacity of the retired units 
(179 MW in this case). The ratio of needed capacity to total 
capacity of the retired plants (again limited to· l .. O) is multiplied 
by the recorded five-year savings associated with the retired 
plants, $8.l million, to get the O&M savings for retired plants .. 

Oltrapower suisested that A&G expenses are avoided in 
proportion to savings in labor expenses. It is unclear whether the 
labor' savings ca'lculated from PG&E'S. recorded data· refiect 
associated decreases in pensions and·benefits expenses a~d payroll 
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F .. P'I11:Ure Proc;,spedings 

1. 1990 ICAC Case 

.. 
j 

I 
" 

All of the methods presented in this eas " includinq the 
/ 

one we have adopted for use in the 1989 ECAC proceedinq~ have 
I 

shortcom1nqs. We therefore do not view the adopted method as a 
; 

final or permanent method. We will permit certain issues to· :be 

revisited in the 1990 ECACcase, and the followinq discussion is 
presented to quide the parties in their fufure consideration of 
this issue. / 

For the near, term, the QFs-in/QFa-out runs will continue 
to be useful.. 'the QFs-out' simulatio' is still close enough to the 

I 
actual operation. of PG&E·' s system to, be helpful in estimatin9' 
avo,1ded O&M costs.. ;/ 
, OVer time, as a larger proportion ot PG&E's energy is 

J 
supplied by variably priced Q~s, it may become more difficult to 
simulate the operation of PG&:E'S system without QFs while 
maintaininq some conn.etio~with PG&E's actual system. At some 

. I. . 
pOint,- it may be more th,orcatically accurate to· use . a proxy to 
estimate avoided O&H costs. For at least the next few years, 

I however, we would prefer to refine methods based on the QFs-in/QFs-
out runs. I 

One essential retinement is to· improve the data on the 
marginal O&M cost;7associated with different levels of qaneration 
for each fOssil-~eled plant. We believe that this sort of data . / 
would qreatly ~prove the accuracy of the adder in refleetinq the 

costs PG&E actually avoids because of the presence of QFs. We 
recognize tbaf assambling this data could be difficult, but we will 
direct PG&E~to investiqate whether this sort ot information could 
be extracted or developecl from existing records.. '!'he results of 
this inv~tiqation, including an~ data PG&E is able t~develop~ 
should be presented 'with PG&E's 1990 ECAC' application. 

7 PG&E .. sU9qe.ted that increased eycl1Dq . of exiatinq 
qenera~in9' unit. due to increased qeneration. 'by. (Us- may increase 
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taxes. If these related savings are not reflected in PG&E's 
figures, the l~or portion ot any reductions credited, 'to variably 
priced QFs Should' be multiplied by 35-.51%,. t:he ratio between 
penSions and benet its expense and payroll tax and labor expense 
developed in 0.86-12-095-, in PG&E's last GRC. ~he resultinq 
payroll tax and pensions savings should also~e credited to' QFs. 

The savinqs trom the three types ot qeneratinq units-
operatinq, stan~y, and retired--should be totaled... 'I'he sum should 
be divided by the energy forecasted to, be generated by variably 
priced QFs in the 1989 ECAC proceeding. 

The em figures are presented in 1984 dollars and PG&E's 
recorded numbers are in 1987 dollars, so the sum must be escalated 
to 1990 dollars .. Ultrapower escalatedtlle CFM figures by the 
Consumer Price Index-Urban (CPI-'O') index through 198·7. Use of the 
recorded nonlabor escalation of 7.01% is reasona~le for converting 
1984 dollars to 1987 dollars, and the 1987-90 increase should be 
10.64%. for labor costs and 15·.39%, for nonlabor costs, the increase$ 
used to develop preliminary esti~tes in the GRC. 

The sum of the avoided O&M costs for operating, cold' 
standby, and retired units, after appropriate escalation,. should 
then be divided by the 198'9 ECAC's forecast of generation by 
variably priced QFs to· get the adder. 

As we have mentioned, the precise components of the em 
fiqures for varia~le O&M costs were not presented in this ease. .We 
assume from the information available that the cost of consumables 
is included in the CFM fiqures. If not, the avoided O&M for 
fossil-fueled units used in the calculation of the adder should be 
adjusted, based on the 0.37 mills/kWh average developed by PG&E. 

Similarly, we assume that n~ fixed O&M costs are included 
in the CFM fiqures r If 'they are, the fixed O&M eost incorporated 
in capacity payments to' QFs should be removed from the total O&M 
fiqures before cUvidinq by the forecast of generationtrom, variably 
pricedQFs. 
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O&M costs. If this assertion is true, these increase~clinq 
costs should' ,be considered in setting the adder. / 

Another area of refinement is the treatment of retired 
plants. We think that better analysis could hel~lar1fY the 
extent to which energy trom,variably priced QF,tallows PG&E to 
retire plants and avoid some O«M costs. Thi';analysis may lead to 
a different valuation of the capacity provi4ed by QFs, rather than 
an increase in the adder paid on the baSis/Of energy, but further 
analysis should be helpful in mOvin~t~rd our goal of accurately 
calculatinq the costs avoided by QFs an4 makinq appropriate 

I 
payments based on those costs. I 

2. 1989..1CAC case ,/ 
Parties to· PG&E's 1989 ECAC case should calculate the O&M 

I • 
adder according to, the method discussed in this decision. Because 

I 
of the timing in that case,. parties will have only the 'IJ.J's 

/ 
proposed decision when testimony is due. Parties interested- in 

I 
this issue may also· submit an alernative adder calculation ba3ed on 
their comments to the ALJ,sfp~oposed decision. Because of the 

I ' 
limited- time available tOr considera~ion of this issue in the 1989 
ECAC case, parties are r~que.ted to- keep testimony supportinq their 

I 

calculations brief and;t0 the point. 
"lhe ~ethod ~entually approved by the Commission 

. I -
following the circul;stion ot the ALJ's proposed decision will be 
employed t~ calcul~e the O&H adder and revenue requirement 
eventually adopteciin the 1989'ECAC case. 
Findings ot Fact / '- . 

1. In O.i8-11-052, we directed PG&E to· present a study on 
. d ! avolde O~ costs. 

I 

2'. PG&E· presented its' study as Ex. 46, and alternative 
I 

approaches t~ calculatinq avoide~ O&M costs were pre.ented ~y CCC, 
I 

IEP,. the Geothermal QFs,. and. DRA. I . 
3. rcCOrdinq to· -PG&E"s recorded, data,. the average cost of 

consumab esat fossil-fueled .. plants is 0'.37 mills/kWh, and the . . 
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assume from the intormation available that the cost ot consumables 
is included in the CFM figures. If not~ the avoided O&M tor 
fossil-fueled units used in the calculation of the adder should be 
adjusted, based on the 0.37 mills/kWh average developed by PG&E. 

Similarly, we assume that no fixed O&M costs are included 
in the CFM figures. Xf they are,. the fixed O&M cost incorporated 
in capacity payments to· QFs. should be removed from the total O&M 
figures before dividing by the forecast of generation from variably 
priced QFs. 
F. Mute 1?J:'ocee~Un!D 

1. 1990 ECAC case 
All of the methods presented in this case, including the 

one we have adopted for use in the 1989 ECAC proceeding, have 
shortcomings. We therefore do not view the adopted method as a 
final or permanent method. We will permit certain issues to be 
revisited in the 1990 ECAC ease, and the following discussion is 
presented to- guide the parties in their future consideration of 
this issue. 

For the near term, the QFs-in/QFs-out runs will continue 
to be usetul. The QFs-out simulation is still close enough to the 
actual operation of PG&E's system- to be helpful in'estimating 
avoided O&M costs. 

Over time, as a larger proportion of PG&E's energy is 
supplied by variably priced QFs, it may become more difficult to 
simulate the operation of PG&E's system without QFs while 
maintaining some connection with PG&E's actual system. At some 
point, it may be more theoretically accurate to· use a-proxy to 
estimate avo·ided O&M costs. 

We recognize that the methodology adopted tor PG&E in \ 
this decision is linked to the types of resource planning issue$ 
addressed in our Biennial Resource Plan Vpdate proceedinqs. We 
expect to, consider adoption of a generic method' tor calculating the, 
O&M adder in a future Biennial Resource Plan Update '. proceeding as 
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annual cost of consumables avoided because of the contr1 
variably priced QFs'can be calculated using the result of the QFs-

, ~ 

in/QFs-out runs. OVer three years, the O&H costs as.oeiate<1 with 
retired and cold standl:ly units decrea.ed by a totall'Of $14,487,000, 

~ 
including, reduced costs o't consumables. OVer ti~ years, the 
reduced 0&10{ costs were $8-,119,000 tor retired p)anta and. ~6,52S-,000 
tor standby units.,. tor a total of $14,644,000/ 'rheae avoided OQ! 

i
. I costs have not been ncluded 1n PG&E's requested O&Kexpenses tor 

the test year.. / 
4. MAny variably priced QFs receive capacity payments that 

include avoided fixed O~ costs. ~ 
I 

5-. The capacity associated wi tl:t varia]:)ly priced QFs may 
. I 

allow PC&E to· retire generating units. . 
j' 

.6. Generation trom-variably/priced'QFs may avoid some O&H 
costs of operating and cold standby units. 

Ii' 
7.. PG&E"s estimates ot varia))le O&H costs,.. as. filed with the 

• 
Enerqy Commission in CFM-6· andlCFM-7,. provide a reasonable 

~,. 

estimate, in lights of the lfmitationa of this proceeding, of each 
operational generating uni1t/s- marginal O&M costs. 
conclUsions or Lox ; 

1. The Dasis for Ithe O&H adder paid tor energy generated by 
variably priced QFs Sh~Uld not include the fixed O«K costs that are 
included in the calculation ot capacity payments .. 

2. 'the avoideci O&M adder paid' to' variably priced' QFs should 
I 

conform, to the prin,ciple ot ratepayer indifterence we have 
previously embraced to, develop appropriate prices anCl contracts tor 
QFs. 

3. The O&M costs associated with operating units" retired 
/ 

plants, and standby units shoulCl ))e considered in theealculation 
I 

ot the O&H adder. 
I ,- '.' 

4. For purpose., of'PG&E's. 1989 EcAC ea •• ,. it i. reasonabl. I . " '. 
to, calculate the O&K adder as •• t forth in thi.4.eiaion. 

/ 

/ 
/ 
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several parties have suggested. For at least the next few years, 
however, we would prefer to refine this method forPG&E, based on 
the QFs-in/QFs-out runs. These refinements would be addressed in 
PG&E's ECAC eases. In developinq a future methodology, we would be 
particularly interested in simpler approaches. 

One essential refinement is to. improve the data> on the 
marqinal O&M costs associated with different levels of generation 
for each foss·il-fueled plant.. We believe that this sort of data 
would greatly improve the accuracy of the adder in reflecting the 
costs PG&E actually avo·ids because of the presence of QFs.. We 
recognize that assembling this data could be difficult r but we will 
direct PG&E to investigate whether this sort of information could 
~e extracted or developed from existing records. The results of 
this investigation, including any data PG&E is able to develop, 
should be presented with PG&E's 1990 ECAC application. 

PG&E suggested that increased cycling of existing 
generatin9' units due to; increased 9'eneration by QFs may increase 
O&M costs. It this assertion is true,. these increased cyclinq 
costs should ~e considered in setting the adder~ 

Another area of refinement is the treatment of retired 
plants. We think that better analysis could hel~ clarity the 
extent to which energy from variably priced QFs allows, PG&E to 
retire plants and avoid some O&M costs. This analysis may lead to 
a different valuation of the capacity provided by QFs, rather than 
an increase in the adder paid on the basis of energy, but further 
analysis should be helpful in moving toward-our goal of accurately 
calculating the costs avoided by QFs and making appropriate 
payments based on those costs .. 

2'. 198'9' ECAC Case 

Parties to· PG&E"s 1989 ECAC case have calculatec1' the O&M 
adder according to the method described in the Al.J~s proposec1 
decision and have submitted alternative·adder calculations based on 
their comments·to the'ALr's proposed decision. 
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/'/ 
5-. PG&E should investiqate whether <!ata on the marqinal~&M 

costs associated with different levels'of qeneration tor ea~ot 
its fossil-fueled units can be extracted or developed fro~xistinq 

/ records. PG&E should present the results of its inv.st~ation, 
. . / 

includinq any data PG&E is able to develop, with the application in 
its 1990 ECAC case. ~ 

6. Because the method adopted in this deci..{on must ):)e 

implemented in PG&E's 1989 ECAC- proeeedinq,. tbialdecision should be 

served on all parties to A.89-04-001. ~ 

ORDER / 

/1 
'1'herefore, IT' IS- ORDERED that.: . 

; 

1. For the 1989 Energy Cost Ac;:"ustment Clause (EOC) 
proceeding for Pacific Gas and Electric Company CPG&E),. the 

.1 
calculation ot the operation and maintenance (O«M) ad4er paid to ., 
variably priced qualityinq tacilXties (QFs) shall be as tollows: • 

For each operating unit (includinq reserve units not yet 
converted to cold standby statGS), the chanqe in qeneration between 

. I 
the QFs-in and QFs-out runs Dsed t~ calculate the Incremental 
Energy Rate (IER) should b;;multiPlied by the appropriate variable 
'O«M tigure trom· PG&E's tijinqS in the Enerqy Commission's Si)C't.h and 
Seventh Common Forecast?ri9' Methodoloqy (CP'X) proeeedinq to develop' 
a total avoided O&M cost tor each unit. The avoided costs tor all 
operatinq units shOul'then be added toqether to- arrive at the 

I total O&K savinqstrom·operatinq units. 
For cold ttandbY units, the uount of capacity needed to 

meet tarqet resez marqins, based on the peak demand assWDed :Cor 
the model runs, 11 be compared with PG&E's resources without the . { 

capacity associ~edwith variably priced QFs. The amount of a4ded 
capacity n •• d.i to.'me~t target reHrve margins divided· by' the total 
capacity ot OJ-d stand))y unit. provi<1e. the ratio (of no-more than . I 

1.0) that TtiPued. by tha t'ive-yur o&lr savinq,.· associated· 
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including reduced costs ot consumaDles. OVer five years, the 
reduced O&M e~sts. were $8,119,000 for retired, plants and $6,525-,000 
for standby units, tor a total ot $14,644,000.. 'these avoided O&M 
costs have not ~eon included in PG&E's requeGted O&M expense$ tor 
the test year .. 

4.. Many variably priced QFa receive capacity payments that 

include avoided fixed O&M costs associated with a combustion 
turbine .. 

5.. The capacity associated with variably priced QFs :may 
allow PG&E to, retire generating units. 

6. Generation from varia~ly priceCl QFs may avoid. some O&M 

costs of operating and cold standby units. .. 
7.. PG&E's estimates ot variable O&M costs, as filed with the 

Energy conunission in CFM-6, and CFM-7, provide a reasonable 
estimate,. in light ot the limited purpose and recorci'of this 
proceeding, o,t each operational generating- un! t' s marginal O&M 
costs • 
Qonelu§ioDs of Law 

1. The :basis for the O&M adder paid for ener9Y generated by 
variably priced QFs shoulci not include the fixed O&M costs that are 
ineludeCl in the calculation of capacity payments. 

2. The avoided O&M adder paid to variably priced QFs should 
conform to the principle of ratepayer indifference we have 
previously embraced to develop appropriate prices and contracts tor 
QFa. 

3.. The O&M costs associated with operating units, retired 
plants, and standby units should be considered in the calculation 
of the O&M adder .. 

4. For purposes of PG&E's 1989 ECAC case, it is reasonable 
to calculate the O&M adder as set forth in this decision. 

s.. PG&E should inve~ti9'ate whether data on the marginal O&M 
costs associ~ted with different.levels of.qeneration toreaeh ot 
its f05sil-t'ueledunits.can be extracte4 or Cleveloped from existing 
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with standkly units, $6,,525,000, to arrive at the long-term O&M1 

savings associated with standby units. /' 

-' 
/. 

/"~/./ 

, Tho amount of generation from any r •• tarted standby 
units in the QPe-out run times the cost ot consumables~;'0.37 
mills/kWh, is the short-term savings associated W1~tandbY 
units. The SUlll ot the short-term and long-term· saving's g'i vas the 

/ 
estimated total avoided O&M' costs tor cold standby units. ,. 

For retired plants, it resources (including cold standby 
:I 

units) without variably priced QFs' capacity! are sufficient to- meet 
I 

targ'et reserve margins, the" no savings w;L.ll be cre4ited to QFs. 
It added capacity is needed to' meet tarq~t reserve margin&~ then 

I 
the amount ot neecled capacity should b,e compared to the capac! ty of 
the retired units (179 MW). The ra~' ot nee4ed capacity to, total 
capacity of the retired plants (again limited, to--l .. O) is multiplied 
by the recorcled five-year savings/associated with the .retired 

I plants, $8.1 million, to get the O~ savings for retired plants. 
I 

Atter appropriate escalation to 1990 dollars and 
I 

adjustment for associated ~vings in pensions and benefits expense 
and payroll taxes.,. the savings from, the three types of plants-
operational,. standby,. and;'retired--should be totaled.. The sum 

, ;0( 

should be divided by th~'enerqy forecasted to be generated by 
variably priced QFB in/be 1989 ECAC proceeding to· arrive at the 
amount of the adder .. ,.' 

2 .. PG&E shall! investiqate whether data on the marginal O&M 
costs associateawj{th different levels of generation for each of 

~ 

its. fossil-fueled/units can be extracted or developed from existinq 
records.. PG&E shall present the results- of its inv •• tigation" 

" inclUding any data PG&E is able to·develop,witb the application in 
'A 

its 1990 ECAclc'aae. .. 
/ 

/ 

I 
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1. The basis tor the O&M·adder paid tor enerqy qenerated by 
variably priced QFs should not include the fixed O&M costs that are 
includ.ed in the calculation of capacity payments. 

2. The avoided O&M adder paid to variably priced QFs should 
contorm to the principle ot ratepayer ind.ifference we have 
previously embraced to develop appropriate prices and contracts tor 
QFs. 

3. The O&M costs associated with operatinq units, retired. 
plants, and. standby units should be considered in the calculation 
of the O&M adder. 

4. For purposes of PG&E's 1989 ECAC case,.- it is reasonable 
to calculate the O&M adder as set forth in this decision. 

~. For purposes of PG&E's 1990 ECAC ease, it is reasonable 
to calculate the O&M adder under the basic method.oloqy set forth in 
this decision, with only minor refinements. 

6. PG&E should. investiqate whether data on the marqinal O&M 
costs associated with different levels of qeneration tor each of 
its fossil-fueled units can be extracted or developed· from existing 
records. PG&E should present the results of its investiqation, 
includinq any data PG&E is able to develop, with the application in 
its 1990 ECAC ease .. 

7. Because the method adopted in'this decision must be 
implemented in PG&E's 1989 ECAC proceedinq., this decision should be 
served on all parties to A.S9-04-001 •. 

ORDER 

Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. For the 1989 Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) 

proceeding for Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), the 
calculation of the opera~ion and maintenance (O&M) adder paid to 
variably priced qualifying- facilities' (QFs). shall be as follows: 

For each operating' unit (including' reserVe units not yet 
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converted to cold standby status), the change in generation between 
the QFs-in and QFs-out runs used to calculate the Incremental 
Energy Rate (IER) should be multiplied by the appropriate variable 
O&M figure trom PG&E's filings in the Energy Commission's Sixth and 
Seventh Comxnon Forecasting Methodology (eFM) proceed.inq to-d.evelop 
a total avoided O&M cost for each unitr The avoided costs for all 
operating units should then be added toqether to arrive at the 
total O&M savinqs from operating units. 

For cold standby units, the amount of capacity neeCled to 
meet target reserve margins, based on the peak demand assumed for 
the model runs, shall be compared with PG&E·'s resources- without the 
capacity associated with variably' priced QFs. 'rhe amount of added. 
capacity needed to meet target reserve margins divided by the total 
capaeity ot cold standby units provides. the ratio- (of no- more than 
1.0) that is multiplied by the five-year O&M savint;s associated 
with standby units, $6,525,000, to arrive at the long-term O&M 
savings associated with standby units~ 

The amount of generation from any restarted standby units 
in the QFs-out run times the cost of consumables, 0.3·7 mills/kWh, 
is the short-term savings associated with standby units. The sum 
of the short-term and long-term savings gives the estimated total 
avoided O&M costs for cold standby units. 

For retired plants, if resources (including cold standby 
units) without variably priced QFs' capacity are sufficient to meet 
tarqet reserve marqins, then no· sav:i.ngs w:i.ll l:>e credited to QFs .. 
If added capacity is needed to meet tar9'et reserve margins, then 
the amount of needed capaeity should be compared to, the capacity of 
the retired units (179 MW). The ratio of needed capacity to total 
capacity of the retired plants (ag'ain limited to l~O) is multiplied 
by the recorde~ five-year savinqs associated with the retired 
plants, $S.lmillion, to qet the O&M saving'S- tor retired plants. 

Atter appropriate .escalation to 1990 dollars and.· 
adjustment tor associated saving'S in pensions and.l:Ienefits' expense 
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3. This decision shall be served on all partie. to 
Application 89-04'-001, PG&E's 1989 ECAC proceedinq.: 

This order is effective today. 
Dated· , at· San ,Francisco" .. california • 

,/ , 
I 

I 
.' 

" I 

/ 

, 
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./ 
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and payroll taxes, the savinqs from the three types of plants-
operational, standby, and retired--should be totaled. The sum 
should be divided by the energy forecasted to" be qenerated by 
variably pricecl QFs in the 1989 ECAC proceedinq to· arrive at the 
amount of the adder. 

2. Subject to minor refinements, the basic methodoloqy ( 
adopted in this proceeding shall be used in calculatinq the O&M 
adder in PG&E's 1990 ECAC proceeding. PG&E shall investiqate I 
whether data on the marqinal O&M costs assoeiated with different 
levels of qeneration for each of its. fossil-fueled units can be 
extracted or developed from existinq- records. PG&E· shall present 
the results of its investigation, including any dat& PG&E is able 
to develop, with the application in its 1990 ECACease~ 
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3. This decision shall ~eserved on all parties to
Application 89-04:-001, PG&E's ' 1989 ECAC proceeding'. 

This order is effective toaay. 
Dated SEe 2 7 1989 , at San Francisco, california. 

G. MI'XCHELL WILl< 
President 

S'XANLEY W.· HULE'tT 
JOHN 5 .. · OHANIAN' 
P~C:rA M .. ECXER'X 

. Commissioners 

Commiss.ioner Frederick R. Duda,. 
being' necessarily absent, did 
notpa~i~ipate. 
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Applieant~ Roger J. Peters,. Kermi1= R, KUbitz, and.iMichelle t.. 
Wilson, Attorneys at Law, tor Pacific Gas and/Eleetrie Company. 

J 
Interested Parties: Lindsay, Hart, Neil & Weigler, ~y MiehQSl P, 

Alcantar, Attorney at Law, for Coqenerators of Southern 
California; Barkovieh. & Yap, by Bamara a:: Barkoyieh and 
Jaekson, Tufts, Cole & Blaek, by William' H-, BOoth, Attorney at 
Law, tor California Large Energy Consu:mers Association; Morrison 
& Foerster, by Jerry R. aloorn, Attorney at Law, tor california 
Coqeneration Couneil; Ma~hew V, Brady, Attorney at Law, for 
Calitornia Department ot General Serviees; OAY1~ R. Braneheomb, 
tor Henwood Enerqy Services; WAl:ter Cavagnaro-, tor Anehor Glass 
container and Energy Systems Enq~neers, Inc.; Thomas P, CO~, 
Attorney at Law, tor Independen% Power corporation: BrobeCk, 
Phleger & Harrison, by ~rdon E. Dayis, Attorney at Law, tor 
California Manutaeturers AsSOCiation; Phil Pi Virgilio,. tor PSE, 
Inc.; Karen Edson, tor I<XE &I Assoeiates;. Jet: Fabbri" tor Power 
Osers Proteetion council; payi~ B I FQlle:tt, tor SOuthern 
Calitornia Gas company; S~~~n Geringer and Karen Norene Mill$, 
Attorneys at Law, tor Cal1.fornia Farm Bureau Federation; Law 
Office ot Dian K. Gruene'ich, by J2.1on Ho ~ruenei~ and Barry H. 
Epstein, Attorneys at Law, tor Calitornia- Department ot General 
Serviees and Calitorni~ Institute ot Energy Effieiency; Biddle & 
Hamilton, :by Richard,z" Hamil:ton and. Christian M. Keiner, 
Attorneys at Law, t~ western Mobilehome Association; steve 
Harris, for Enron/'rranswestern Pipeline companr; ,aryn Hough, 
Attorney at Law, ;t'or calitornia Energy Commiss onr Jan Hamrin 
and Jan Smutny-Jones, Attorney at Law, tor Independent Energy 
Producers; HannAl & Morton, by I2QUglas K. Kflrner, Attorney at 
Law, for Santa IFe Geothermal, Inc .. , ONOCAL Corporation, and 
Freeport-McMoRan Resource Partners; Lindsay, Hart, Neil & 
Weigler, by ~Aul J. Kaufman, Attorney at Law, for Kern River 
coqeneration/company; Alanoah Kinser, tor the Offiee of the 
PUblic Advisor; Richard. K .. Durant,. carol B. Henningson, James Ho 
Lehrer, Frank A. MeNulty, and Carol A .. Schmid-FraZee,. Attorneys 
at LaW, alid John Hugh.es, tor Southern california Edison company; 
William ~E1eckle~, Attorney at Law, for california Travel 
Parks As.oeiation; )lillialD B, Marcus/" tor JBS Energy, Inc ... ; 
Graham· .. James,... by MArtin A, Matt •• , Attorney at LaW,. for 
Ameradi Hesa corporation··; Michall MCOUeen, 'for ONOCAL; .Joseph G. Ml7 tor Joaeph H.yer. Aaaoeiatear J9hn Q. <mfnl~' tor 
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Cogeneration Service Bureau: Kathi Robertson and Wayne Meeks, tor 
Simpson Paper Company; Donald G, SaloK, for Associatio~f 
california Water Agencies; Chester « Schmidt,. by Reed Schmidt, 
and McCracken, Byers & Hartin, by Davis! .I, ~rs, Attorney at Law, 
for California City-County street Light AssociationrPonald W, 
Schoenb~ck, tor Regulatory and coqeneration services; thomAS ~ 
Sh,ets, Attorney at Law, and Thomas. J. 0 'RourJce, ~or Southwest Gas 
Corporation; Law Offices ot Kathryn Dickson, by/110,1 H, Singu, 
Attorney at Law, and Sylvia M. 5i89'el, tor Toward Utility Rate 
Normalization; Ar:mour St .. John, Wilcox, Goo4ill & Sc:blotz, by Jam':i 
Squeri, Attorney at Law, tor california Bui,J:4ing Industry 
Association; Downey, Branc1, Seymour & Rohwer, by Deborah K. Tellier 
and Pbilip· A, Stohr, Attorneys at Law, tor Industrial Users; NAncy 
:thompson, tor Barabt,.. Howarcl & Cbamherl"in: JQl)n Yickland, Attorney 
at Law, tor San Francisco· Bay Area Rap!<1 Transit District;. Robert 
a, weisenmill~r, tor Morse, Richard. &" Weisemniller & AssociAtes, 
Inc .. ; Alvin Pale, Attorney at Law, Md Bruce .I, Williams, for san 
Oi89'0 Gas & Electric company; Harry K, l:{inter§,. for University ot 
California; James Adams, for Ene:cqy anCl Resource Advocates; William 
H, Bennett, for himself: Mauria Brubak§:t, for Drazen-BruJ)aker & 
Associates.; Stephen F. Oiamond./ ~or Electrical Workers, Local 124S: 
Norman J. FurutA, Attorney at/Law, and Sharon K. MAtsumura, for 
Fecleral Executive Agencies; Donald K. MoYDO,t, Attorney at Law, for 
Northern California Power A9'eney; Ken Meyer, for Energy Consulting 
Group; Rog~:t Poynts, for O',tility Design, Inc.; Anc1%'ew..sotir and 
Scott TomashefskY, for Recon Research Corporation and SAlmon 
Resources, Inc.: E. D. Yates, tor california League of Foo4 
Processors: Messrs. Brady « Berliner, by Jsmn W. SimisS2X)., Attorney 
at.Law, for canadian Producer Group·; B1:{on Gaynsu:, Attorney at Law, 
for Enerqy and Resource Advocates: ~. Hoyden Ames, Attorney at Law, 
for Chickering & Greqory; Ben Hudnall, Jonathan Sie9'el,. and. Brian 
'O'Arcy, Attorneys at Law, tor Engineers. & SCientists. of california, 
KEBA, AFLCIO: Jane/Brunner and Tom DAlzell, Attorneys. at Law, for 
Local 1245· IBEW, .Engineers and Scientists of california,. and 
Coalition of California Utility Workers: Rans10lph L. WJ1, Attorney 
at Law, and Phy,llis Huckabee" tor El Paso Natural Gas Company; and 
Charles E. poering, for Salmon Resources,. Inc •. 
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Oivision of Ratepayer Advocates:' Philip Scott Weism,hl,. Alberto 

Guerrerg/ I:tene Mposen, and: ,zudi Allen,. Attorneys at :taw, anCl 
Dayid FulcutQDl1!! and Ic1gyd RQJ«! ... , 
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